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93.ABSTRACT 

rainfall gradient from Lome, Togo, to
Four benchmark sites were selected along a 

Through this climosequence,
Calabar, Nigeria, along the coast of West Africa. 

Soils of the three driest sites
rainfall increased from 900 to 2600 mm per annum. 


were characterized as Paleustalfs, while those at the wettest site were Paleudults.
 

Cropping patterns through the climosequence were studied. Population pressure
 
indetermining the patterns.
was found to be as significant a parameter as rainfall 


Ina series of field experiments with maize, cassava, and soybeans at the benchmark
 

sites, itwas found that fertilizer at the rates used was not more economic than
 

traditional practices, although more uniform spacing and improved cultural practices
 

increased yields in the absence of fertilizers. Previous results of other workers
 

were used to estimate the productivity of two cultivation systems of differing
 

intensities. The more intensive system involved cropping a single site for two
 

to five years rather than shifting sites each year in the less intensive system.
 

Although the more intensive system appeared to be more productive, the less
 

intensive system appeared to be more favored by local farmers because itproduced
 

more dependenable yearly income and was more suitable to the technological
a 

resources of the population.
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JNTRODUCTION 

n: the spring of 1973 Dr. F. R. Moormann of the International 

Insititte of, ,Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria, proposed a 

study ,concerning a climosequence comprised of a lithologically 

continuous zone of sedimentary parent materials extending from 

Lome,-Togo to Calabar, Nigeria over which the annual rainfall 

increases gradually from Lome to Calabar. Dr. M. G. Cline of 

Cornell University made the initial arrangements for the study 

aid Dr.. R. W. Arnold undertook its supervision and visited the 

Weit African sites iLn AugusV 1974. Mr. T. R. Forbes, a graduate 

studenit-.in tfe;Department of Agronomy of Cornell University, Ithaca, 

New Yoik,made the study. Field research started in September 1973 

anidconcluded in December 1974. 

,The objectives of the study were the following: 

1. Characterize the climate and soils at four benchmark 

sites.. Tkiis involved collecting data on the mean monthly and 

.annual: levels of precipitation, the average number of raindays per
 

nonth, the heaviest daily rainfall per month, mean monthly tempera

tires, mean monthly potential evapotranspiration (PET)and mean 

monthly global radiation for each benchmark site. In terms of soils 

the major upland, well-drained soils and important associated soils 

weri.istudied and described for each benchmark site. Mis also 

1 

http:studenit-.in
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meant characterizing the five major soil-fo ing ,factors: climate 

(a~ssp-ecifiedabove), parent material, .topography, oranism'and

"tie' rkore specificobjectives for soiiW were admonstrating the 

existence 'of cUtason se or most"'peds' ;:in"B-ho zons ' h vi g at 

least 'ajsandy clay texture and showing the 'resaturAtion of the
 

cex in cargflli the'lower rainfall
the horizon'at 

Sitiiq 'thus'placing these soils in the"ulkely classification of 

Alfisols. UltisOls Were expected at the' higher rainfal areas due 

to..e... ... tes of leaching' of the exchange, complex.
2." Chaacrize systems of lolfaming at each benchmark 

area.. is involved the determination of the kinds of 'rops grown 

d their rotations, the average size 'of farms and" the cultural 

Asystas' such of fallws,, methods of landof management as",lengh 


preparation, planting, weeding, control of pests and harvesting.
 

There was no preconceived hypotheses concerning variations' on the
 

traditional systemof shifting cultivation due to high population
 

den'siti s ii sane areas.
 

3. Determination"of agronomic potential and-majorl ]liting 
fa~torS to"the realization of that 'pOtentib l. Agroncuic potential 

wa 'determined by measuring average yields' of major foodorops 'at 

'each benchmark area. To avoid "confusion these yield levels'were 

detrinned for' todistinct cultural systems, the systm of tradi

tional managemen and'"the systim of eperimental iaana nt It was 
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hypothesiied- thattk-major 'factors. in1.tbe yield level.;of ,a.ny given 

fooropj.i.Iwould,be. the' length, of time -which ar soil Oad ,been under, 

cultivtion .and ithe length of fallows. employed. Those. areas having 

a -high demographic pressure and intensive use of soils were expected 

to show,'lower yield levels. Also it was hypothesized that the 

higher rainfall sites would show lower yield levels due to more intense 

leaching of soils. Two field experiments were conducted in a low 

and high rainfall area using the same treatments to show the importance 

of fallows and the diminution in yield with intensive cultivation 

even with the use of optimum levels of fertilizers. 

Since there was a paucity of existing soils, climatic and 

agronomic information for the climosequence as a whole, benchmark 

areas were chosen near major, administrative centers where sane of 

these data could be found through agricultural agencies. Also 

major, gaps in information could be filled in by a more intensive 

study of farms in smaller areas. The four benchmark areas were: 

1) Mission Tove (approximately 25 km north of Lane, Togo), 2) Ikenne 

(approximately 10 km east of Shagamu, Nigeria), 3) the Nigerian 

Institute for Oil Palm Research (approximately 25 km northwest of 

Benin City, Nigeria), 4) Obio-Akpa Model Farm (approximately 6 km 

west of Abak, Nigeria). In this report, these areas will be referred 

to as: 1) South Togo, 2) Ikenne, 3) Benin-NIFOR, and 4) Abak bench

mark areas respectively (Figure 1). Where some kinds of data from 



frau earby-, ar.e Ias., were used-'bencbima-1-areas swere. nci.t,.available' datia 

fer checking 6o- see,that- there were no sign!iicant dffpeences 

1 "'fand" climate. In each +area the necessary agriculturAl.i:s 5 

6ffcers were contacted and asked to . cooperate 4n the choice of
 
sites, the gathering of existing soil, climatic and agronomic
 

•e gite, 

data nd support in contacting local fazuers. 

WAHM. 

2o 40 

Area
 

2 .Lkennc B3enchm~ark Area,
 

3 Benin-41F0R Benchmark Area
 

14 'Abak Benchmark Area
 

3'i. 6uith Togo .enchmark 

~'ig1:Location of Bench mak-~Study Areas on.Plio-Pleistocene 
Coastal Formations (after F. R. Mortann, 1975). 
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word .of caution must be, given, about all of the data and 

observationsrelatingp to: cultural practices, size of farms, 

cCmposition of foodcrops grown, and yields of fooderops under 

traditional and experimental management. This information was 

gathered between September 1973 to December 1.974 and refers 

specifically to that .period. The study areas were too big and too 

distant from each other.to make statistically valid sampling by 

one.person possible.. Some of these data reflect Judgments by the 

author, after. consulting many agricultural workers familiar with 

the study areas. 

Background 

A climosequence is a soil system throughout which the factors 

of parent material, topography and time remain constant or within 

defined narrow limits. Differences in soil properties are thought 

to have been produced by differences in climate (moisture and 

temperature regimes) and organisms across the climosequence. 

The principle of climosequences can be derived in part from the 

theory proposed inHans Jenny's Factors of Soil Formation. Five
 

soil-forming factors: climate, organisms, topography, parent material
 

and time are responsible for the observed nature and properties of 

soils and can be expressed by the following equation: 

Soil system - f(climate, organisms, relief, parent mterial, time) 

(Jenny, 1941) 



Accodin toJeny,iffrenes n~ a~nr3.~orso.l ,moibture 

function's marked3 ' affect +"the!landscape, eBpecial5y the 0:type rof ,i 

vegetation and 'the nature of soils., 'ost stdies ofclimosequences 

have beei e' on mOuntainous transects. In these studies parent 

materialtime 'and topography reain- constant"but differences -In 

elevation produce different moisture and temperature regimes. 

me climatic factor in these areas*includes 1oth moisture and ,temper

ature differences. n thins West Ai can study the temperature 

regiie (isoiperthermie) rOiMans constant. Differences in soil 

properties can therefore be related to differences in-quantity and 

distribution of precipitation and differences in kinds of organisms, 

as l4tholog of the parent material and elevation remWn nearly 

constanttrugot 

Several studies were mane in zne uream Hrjans ana uuner armu 

of the continental United States by Jenny and others in which 

only rainfall quantity and distribution and organisms were inde

pendent variables. Soil properties such as the kind, quantity 

and distribution of. clay throughout the soil profile, quantities 

of organic matter and nitrogen, exchangeable cations and others 

were- determined in an attempt to find out how these properties 

varied with moisture indexes. Direct causal relationships between 

these properties and the climatic factor, moisture, were not pos

tu34ed (Jenny, 19)4). 
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The second aspect of thi's study involved thu determination of 

the foodcropo ential for the major soils in each area. Foodcrop 

poten{ial may be conceived as analogous to Jenny's concept of soil 

productivity. The 	 soil is not separated from the local cliate 

and a concept more 	closely related to land is necessary. The 

foodcrop potential of this land or producing system can best 

be measured by the yields of a crop per unit area (Jenny, 1941). 

The yield is dependent on the factors expressed in the equation 

below: 

Yield a f(climate, 	 plant, man, parent material, time) 

(Jenny, 1941) 

Parent material is 	 used here in the sense that once the natural 

vegetation of a soil has been altered and other changes have been 

made by man such as plowing, the soil must be considered as parent 

material since one of the soil-forming factors have been changed 

(Jenny, 194.). In 	this study climate, man and parent material 

("soil" in the layman's sense) are independent variables with 

plants and time remaining suitably constant over the climosequence. 

The factor "man" is particularly hard to define but includes at 

least the cultural systems and management. The cultural systems 

and management in turn are determined by such variables as demo

graphic pressure and availability of land, level of technology used 



-byrte~aiieW,~5dC~tiR~ ~nd ohers~ci-ecoou Oators. Although 

this ,stuy:ill;describes.ome 9fthece io-economic facors&,8a s they 

occur in the study areasi the maini concern wasto make a, iualitative 

judgment about.-the -feasibility,ofr gro g certain foodcosat,

each-bencbmark.; area. . TO make- this judgenent, exi sting :cropping 

data were gathered,.farme'rs' tyields:weigb.ed and field .exPeriments 

conducted !at.. Ikenne and Abak benchmark, areas. 

GENERL DATA 

Geological history of the'benchmark areas 

During the end of theCretaceous, period the sea gradually 

invaded the coast of West Africa (Slansky , 1962). At the same 

time weathered detritus from the continent containing mostly 

quartz sand and kaclinitic clay was transported to the coasts. 

During this period, different modes of deposition are recogzed: 

fluvial, estuarine or coastal deposition and lagoonal or deltaic 

(these modes of deposition apply to Plio-Pleistocene also). The 

Cretaceous sedimentary rocks are completely covered by younger 

sediments and only in the Ikenne area do these older formation 

outcrop locally in incised valleys. 

7he soils in this study were formed on younger Pio-Pleisto

cane coastal formations. Deposition started with a short period 

of marine sedimentation during an invasion of the sea. Soon 

continental deposition followed during a regression'of the sea. 

http:tyields:weigb.ed
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Again, mostly quartz sand and kaolinitic clay'were transported. 

During this period, erosion aik the capacity of streams and rivers 

to transport sediments increased. It was probably at this time 

that much of the older surface (end of Cretaeous) in the general 

area of Ikenne was eroded and reworked before being recovered. 

This younger sedimentation, which is not reported by contemporary 

geologists, explains the similar nature of the surface materials 

to the other areas. 1 
of Ikenne 

Before the deposition of the coastal plain sands (Plio-Pleis

tocene) erosion formed the depressions of Lama (Togo and Dahomey) 

and EWekoro (Nigeria) and exposed calcareous Cretaceous and Eocene 

sediments. During this period (probably a sea regression) the 

major north-south drainage system was formed (Slansky, 1962). 

Deposits from Ikenne southward include a recent cover of Plio-

Pleistocene coastal plain sands materials (Figure 2). The other 

three benchmark areas are on coastal plain sands which extend 

to great depth. 

1 Geological maps (Jones and Hockey, 1964) show the Ikenne area to 
be underlain by sediments dating from the end of Cretaceous. 
However, the surface sediments are more similar to Plio-Pleisto
cene sediments found at the other benchmark areas (personal 
communication, F. R. Moormann, 1974). 



Indicates PliQ-Pleistocene cover on older materials 

N 

Ikenne NDrekoro 
Plain 'Sands (Plio estocene)'Depression -Coastal 

Fig. 2. Idealized geological crossection fro; Ikenne south tOrar lOs tgon 



Parent materials 

The surface materials in which all of the upland soils are 

formed are coastal plain sands (Plio-Pleistocene) or more recent 

colluvial overburden derived from this formation. These materials 

when weathered have a sandy clay texture. The sand fraction is 

quartz and the clay fraction is a mixture of kaolinite and ses

quioxides, mainly iron oxides. The very similar nature of the 

soils formed on these undulating plateaus is probably due to the 

highly weathered nature of the sediments prior to deposition, and 

to the effects of mixing and mass movement on these surfaces 

during periods of erosion following the Pleistocene (personal 

ccg unication, F. R. Moormann, 1974). 

On the coastal plain sands two variations in soil parent 

materials can be seen locally and regionally. Regionally, the 

coastal formations have two facies: 1) a finer facies, expecially 

at depth in the central or northern regions of the coastal plain 

sands formations and 2) a coarser fancies, in the upper layers 

especially, in the southern areas of the formation (Slansky, 1962). 

Upland soils on the undulating plateaus of the northern area tend 

to be more clayey from the surface, while sandier surface soils 

were formed in the southern area of the coastal plain sands for

mations. 



Locally, soils formed on slopes in dissected areasof the 

undulatin l tend to be to 'twoplateaus quite sandy to depths up 

meters due to the sandy nature of the"parent material (sandy 

colluvial overburden which has been transported from the plateau 

surface). 

The highly weathered nature of these sediments is illustrated 

by the chemical composition in Table 1. 

Table 1.L Chemical composition of coastal plain sands 
(Plio-Pleistocene) (after Slansky, 1962) 

Percit oxide composition of brown, fine clayey san4 (15m depth) 

at Bopa, Dahomey 

SiO2 Al2 03 Fe2 03 FeO MgO CaO Na2 K2 0 H2 04CO2 P2 05 MN 

56.9 -13.4 3.1.9 __ .4 0. 4 0.2 2.1 14.4 0.3 trace 

Geonorphology and landforms 

In the study areas, the geological strata from the Cretaceous 

upwards form a cuesta relief pattern with a dip of apprcdmately 

1% towards the sea. Dissection is slight where interfluve areas 

comprise up to 90%of the drainage basin. On these undulating 

plateaus, slopes usually do not exceed 2%. Close to major rivers 

and their tributaries, the landscape is more dissected and inter

fluve areas comprise 60% or less of the area (Jeje, 1969) 'The. 

sumnits are remnants of the undulating plateaus which dominate else



areaisxthe dissected 


gently rolliig-and tle high points are remnants of an.Sn~ulv'ting
 

plateau.'. Ano'.het feature of the Abak area is the presence of "suspended" 

valleys., Thsd .valleys occur as, first and second order valleys with* 

no definite stream bed for the outward movement of water., The vlleys 

appear to be filling in, whereas third and fourth order valleys appear 

to be 'dowcuttihg.. "The Benin-NIFOR area is also dissected, though to 

a lesser degree.' The Ikenne and south Togo benchmark areas show the 

least dissection. Schematic crossections of the relief and locations 

of the pedons are given in Appendix II along with the pedon descriptions. 

where. The Abak hiost 	 landsCape studied. It 

Climatic parameters 

Rainfall incieases.fiom west to east, temperature remains uni

form, potential evapotranspiration, 'And average global radiation decrease 

slightly as seen in' Table 2. Detailed monthly figures foi each benchmark 

area'are in Appendix I. 

Table 2. Annual climtic data foic four benchmark areas
 

Parameter Location
 
South Togo Ikeime Benin-NIFOR Abak1. 	Mean annual pre- 81

.cipitation (M.) 	 893 1425 1&4 " 610 

2. 	 Mean annual PET (mm.) 1360 1340 1330 . 1250 

3. 	 Mean annual tempera
ture (QC) 26.4 no data 26.1 • 26.0
 

4. 	 Mean daily global. 
radiation (per annum)
 
Langleys/day 42i *no data 380 35,'
 

'5. 	 Number of raindays 
per annum 62 125 152 '171 
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The natural vqegetation was difficult to discern ithroughout 

most of the study areas due to disruption of :the forest :'cover,,by , 

shifting cultivators, The Secondary climax vegetation for al1: the,, 

areas is forest -and at Benin-'NIFOR where there isr a low-, puatioon 

density, remnants of more mature 'forest can be observed. 

In the cultivated areas around south Togo the bush fallow is 

composed of grasses, the most predominant being: Imperata cylindrica, 

Andropogon sp., and Panicum maximum with some woody shrubs. There are 

baobab trees (Adansonia digitata), evidence of aldrier climate (Guinea 

savanna) and some oil palms (Elaeis guineensis) and coconut palms 

(Cocos hucifera). It is possible that the baobab was introduced by the 

north-south migration of nomadic tribes (personal ccmnunication, 

F. R.Moormann, 1974).
 

Near Ikenne and Benin-NIFOR the early bush fallow is composed: 
.
 

almost entirely of Eupatorium odoratum (a newly introduced weed which.
 

has taken over as the predominant Callow vegetation'in the last 

,10 to.15 years). In older fallows shrubs and trees dominate. Tiec. 

such as Triplochitan scleroxylan, Clorophora excelsa, Mitragyna
 

stipulosa and Terminalia ivorensis are predominant forest species:
 

*(personal communication, T. Johnson, NIFOR, 1974). In the Ikenne area
 

oil palms and kola (Cola acuminata) are common as permanent.trees .in 

areas of shifting cultivation. These are the only trees never cut.'by 
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shifting cultivators due to their economic values. Acioa barteri and 

Pueria sp. are the 	predominant woody shrubs. 

In Abak, the early bush fallow is Eupatorium,odoratum mixed with 

numerous oil palms and 	a few woody shrubs such as Acioa barteri,and 

Pueria,sp. Usually no 	further forest regeneration occurs in.this
 

densely populated area 	between cultivation periods in the.shifting
 

cultivation cycle. Locally, small areas with shrubs or forest may be 

observed.
 

Data summary 

The only environmental factors which differ between benchmark
 

areas are those related to quantity and distribution of precipitation
 

(Table 3). 
I 

Table 3. Summary of environmental factors across the climosequence. 

South Togo Ikenne Benin-
NIOR . Abak 

1. Annual precipi- 893 	 1850
1425 2610
 
tation (mm.)
 

2. 	Drier months July, Aug., Nov., Dec., Nov., Dec., Dec., Jan., 
Sept., Nov., Jan., Feb. Jan., Feb. Feb. 
Dec., Jan., 
Feb.
 

3. Estimated soil 	 Ustic Ustic 
 Ustic (mar. Udic
 
*moisture regime 
 ginal to 

Udic) 
'4. Climax vegetation Forest Forest Forest Forest 
5. Relief 	 Gently Un- Gently Un- Gently Un- Gently Un

dulating dulating dulating dulating

Plateaus Plateaus Plateaus 
 Plateaus
 

6. Geological 	 Coastfsl CoastalCoastal 	 Coastal
 
materials 	 Plain Plain Plain Plain
 

Sands Sands Sands Sands
 



GNALCHARACTERISTICS OF WELLi-DRAINED. SOILS8O THE SMJY ~tA 

Presence of an argillic horiton 

Te B-horizon of the .well-drained upland soils 's an argillic 

h6rizon Researchers in Togo have "foundhat there is less :clay-in the 

layers below 3n than' in, the 1 3nmtolayer. It is also thougt-that the 

thfiness of the superficial :sandy layer is a*resuts ofthe-equilibriu 

16fih' erosion ofsandI to the depressions and the eluviation' Of clay 

to the lower horizons (FAO, 1967). Studies of Alagba soils-of s6uthern 

Nigeria have shown a co-migration of clay and dithionite-extractable 

Fe which indicates the mechanical migration of clay-size mineral par

ticies from the A:to the B horizons (Juo, Moormann and Maduakor, 1973). 

The author always observed cutans on some or most peds in the 

examination of the B-horizons having at least a sandy clay texture. 

In ,B.horizons of lighterotextures clay bridges between the quartz 

sand grains were always-observed (see- soil descriptions in Appendix II). 

Soil moisture regime
 
... Spec data on were not availablec the soil moisture regimes 

for any of the soils in the four benchmark areas. The soils are thought
 

to!have either an udic or ustic soil moisture regime. In an udic oil
 

moisture regime the moisture control section is not dry in any part for
 

as " long as 90 cumulative days. An ustic soil moisture regime implies 

that the moisture control section is dry in some or all parts for more 

than 90 cumulative days in most.years, while the control section is 

moist in some part for more than 180 cumlative days. or is 'continuously 

moist for at least 90 consecutive days in some par... In view of the 
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of the soils studied, the soil moisture controlpredcinant textures 

section would comnonly include the soil between approximately 20 to 

60 cms depth (Soil Taxonumy, 1973). 

mean monthly rainfall, mean monthlySufficient climatic data, 

temperatures and potential evapotranspiration figures were available 

for estimating soil moisture and temperature regimes for each region 

(see Appendix I and Figs. 3-6).
 

The temperatures and potential evapotranspiration figures do not
 

the year in any one region or for the
 
.vary significantly throughout 

four regions taken together. The most striking differences are seen 

in the magnitude and distribution 	of rainfall from area to area. South
 

rainfall with approximately 900 mm.

Togo (Lme) has the lowest annual 


for approxi-
The potential evapotranspiration exceeds the precipitation 


of the year (Fig. 3). The soil moisture regime
mately eight months 

soil temperature regime is isohyperthermic.is estimated to be ustic. The 


The Ikenne area has an annual precipitation of 1500 mm. The
 

exceeds the precipitation approximately
potential evapotranspiration 


5 out of 12 months (Fig. 4). The soil moisture regime is estimated to
 

be ustic and the temperature regime isohyperthermic.
 

mu of annual precipi-
The Benin-NIFOR area has approximately 1800 


tation and four months during which the potential evapotranspiration
 

exceeds the monthly rainfall (Fig. 5). The soil moisture regime is 

probably ustic but transitional to udic. The exact determination would 

require measurements during a number of years. The staff at NIFOR 
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Fig. 6. Mean monthly rainfall, potential evapotranspiration and
 

temperatures for Abak benchmark area.
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haVe observed that oil palms of the area s.uetimes show signs of drought 

stress during the long dry season. This may be indicative of an ustic 

moisture regime. 

The Abak annual rainfall is approximately 2600 -m and the poten

tial evapotranspiration exceeds the monthly rainfall for only t0iee 

months ofthe year (Fig. 6). 'It is unlikely that the control section 

is dry for more than 90 cumulative days. A study of the soil moisture 

regime under very similar climatic conditions in Sierra Leone (van 

Vuure ,and Miedema, 1973) indicate an udic regime. The author took 

soil samples from the Abak site during the first week of February 1974. 

At this time (the end of the long dry season) the greater part of the 

control section was still moist. On the basis of this observation and 

an interpretation of the rainfall pattern, the soil moisture regime is 

estimated to be udic and the temperature regime isohyperthermic. 

Degradation 

In studying the fertility of soils formed on the Plio-Pleistocene 

coastal plain sands certain French sorkers in Dahomey and Togo have 

distinguished "degraded" and "nondegraded" forms of surface soils. In 

their research they have been unable to give generally valid and precise
 

definitions to these terms. In an effort to analytically pinpoint certain 

soil properties which were affected by degradation phenoena soil samples 

were taken from benchmark areas and analyzed. The results were not 

able to confirm any of the possible factors given in the following 
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discussion on degradation. For this reason, the discussion is hypo

thetical and is presented only to indicate that there are many facts
 

yet unknown on this problem. The inconclusive analytical results are
 

given in Appendix II under the appropriate soil pedon description.
 

In general, it seems that the state of being degraded is most 

easily distinguished by the appearance of the soil surface and the type 

of fallow vegetation. The degraded vegetation differs for each 

benchmark area. Exceptionally low yields of maize (Zea mays), cassava 

(Manihot esculenta) and other foodcrops are obtained on the degraded 

soils. 

On these soils one observes a "shifting" phenomenon or microerosion 

characterized by the physical separation at the surface of the sandy 

matrix and darker colored clay and organic matter. Shifting or micrc

erosion usually occurs on fields where the vegetative cover is poor, 

such as cassava fields, where there is little or no plant residue and 

the standing crop provides very limited protection from heavy rains 

and intense heating by the sun. The clay and organic matter are washed 

away or at least .separated fran the sand fraction producing a mottled 

or splotchy appearance of pure bleached quartz sand and pockets of 

darker clay and organic matter. Gentle monsoon rains over long periods 

of time tend to separate and move clay and organic matter downslope 

whereas intense rainstorms carry the cnplete soil, clay, organic matter 

and sand downslope. The structure of degraded surface soils is unstable 

and reverts to single-grain (personal cmmnication, F. R. Moormann, 
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1973). !his pheneenon was seen on most of the sandier soils of inten

sively cultivated fields in all study areas. 

Degradation has been thought to involve some of the following: 

1) erosion and loss of clay increasing the sandiness of the surface 

horizon, 2) loss of organic matter, 3) excessive leaching of exchange

able bases, 4) loss of available P, 5) instability of structure, 

6) possibly minor element deficiencies, 7) increase in exchangeable 

H and Al and 8) other unknown factors. 

THE SOUTH TOGO BENCHMARK STUDY AREA 

Setting
 

This was the only study area where detailed soil, climatic and 

agronomic data were already available because of the studies of FAO, 

the Togolese Ministry of Agriculture, Togolese and French research 

organizations such as ORSTOM (Office de la Recherche Scientifique et 

Technique Outre-Mer), BDPA (Bureau de Developpement et Production 

Agricole), SORAD (Societe Regionale d'Amenagement et de Developpeient)
 

and IRAT (Institut de la Recherche Agroncmique et Technique). Because
 

so many soil series had already been identified in these studies of the
 

sedimentary region of southern Togo, specific soil series were selected
 

for study according to their extent.
 

The climate is dry, semi-hot equatorial typical of a coastal
 

savanna belt where the highest average daily temperature is less than
 

33.5 0C, the annual rainfall between 44 and 100% of the potential 

evapotranspiration and the dry season one to three months long (Papa

dakis, 1965). The major rainy season begins in March with thermal 
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and by Jne monsoon rainsthuhdeistorms.- In May the' rains increaS 

seasonAround midJu1y the iajor ends;' 

A shOrt dry season starts and continues to early setember at which time 

the monsoon rains start again but never reach the intensity ' June. 

During some years this short rainy SeasOn is practically nonAexistant. 

There is an important gradient of rainfall with the highest rainfall 

found in the northern edge of the sedimentary region. There is also 

total rainfall and rainfalfl distri

are dominant,- or first rainy 

onsiderable annual variability in 


oution.
 

The predominant topography of the coastal plain sands formation
 

.n Togo is a series of undulating plateaus ranging from sea ievel to
 

LOO meters in the north. Streams and rivers on the plateau form a
 

Lendritic pattern (Sla*niy, 1962).
 

Even though the region is classified as semi-hot equatorial most 

,f the vegetation is Guinea savanna. The most humid part may be derived 

savanna with a dry deciduous climax forest which has almost totally 

tree savannalisappeared. Most of the region is covered by degraded 

dth baobabs, oil palms and coconut palms as the main secondary trees 

with low woody shrubs which survive the recurrent burning. The only 

areas where one finds ranants of a tropical forest are along rivers 

or streams or in small areas of sacred forests (FAO, 1967). 

poil, pedons,
 

Four important soil pedons were chosen ror suay. -xnese peons
 

are referred to by their series designations as mapped in a detailed
 



econriaissance survey by FAO in the early 1960's. The seri1 nares 

ire"Legbako,, ,Kodjin, Klckome and Ganave.
 
Ai1 descriptions, tqpographic positions ard analytical data for
 

ne soil pedons are given in Appendix II. 

The Legbako series (Appendix II, no. 1) 

The Legbako series, is a clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic member 

6ffihe Oxic Paleustalfs This series is the most typical upland soil 

formed on the undulating plateaus of the coastal plain sands. It 
2 . 

corresponds well in morphology with the Alagba series of Ikenne and 

BOienin-NIFOR, Nigeria. The Legbako series covers the greatest surface 

area in the coastal plain sands (Terres de Barre) area in southern Togo, 

approxmately 69,000 hectares (FAO, 1967). 

IjegoaKo soils are reddish brown sandy clay soils. The sandy 

c.Lay usually occurs abruptly at depths of 40 to 60 cm. The surface 
textiires vary fran sand to sandy loam. These soils usually occur on 

,surface I of the undulating plateaus (Appendix II). The soil is deep 

and p6rous and shows no mottling. 

The colors of the surface horizons (Ap and A3) range fra 5YR3/4, 

dark reddish brown, to 2. 5YR3/2, dark reddish brown. The B2t horizon 

-isoalso dark reddish brown, 2.5YR3/4 to 2.5YR3/6. 

.The pH and percent base saturation remain constant to the depth 

examined, approximately 1.8 m, at 5.5 and 98% respectively. The CEC 

,also renains fairly constant at 4meq/lO0g of soil down to the depth 
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examined. 

'The KodJln series tAppend2x,'11 no.2) 

The"Kdjin&sries is also. a cla ry kaolinti&, isohyperthermict 

member of the Oxic Pleustalfs. '- 4The''soil is,found on surface r (or 

possibly surface IT) of the undulating plateaus of the c6istal'plain 

as extensive 'as thesands (Appendix II). The Kodn series is not 

Legbako series covering an area of only 9,000 hectares (F4Q,1967). 

Kodjin surface soil is dark reddish brown becming dark red,(dry) 

at depth. The surface is sandy clay loam to sandy'clay ani4 beccming 

clay with depth. The clay t6ture usually occurs rather. abrut'at 

40,to,60 am depth. The B2t horizons are always clay.. The s6il is 

deep, porous, shows no mottling and has well-defined' structure. 

The colors of the surface horizons (Ap, A3) range frau 2. 5YE2.5/4 

to,10R3/4, dark reddish brown to dusky red, respectively.' The B2t 

,horizons range fram 1OR3/4 to 2.5YR3/6, dusky red to dark reddiash brown, 

respectively. 

The pH and percent base saturation, as in the Legbako..series, 

rmasin constant to a depth of approximately 1.8 m, at 5.5 and 94 

respectively, The CE is approximately 3neq/100 g of. soil-throighout. 

Kodjin soils can occur separately, especially in the'northern 

areas of the coastal plain sands, or as "island" patcheswithin larger
 

expanses of Legbako soils.
 

There are two current explanations for the heavier texture of 

the surface: 1) it is a remant of a Legbako soil that wi.heavily 



eroded washing aw4y the sandy' surface 'layer, and '2) it was ,derived 

from a clayier parent material to begin wth and as, such hs not 

experienced an intense tranulocation of clay. Kodjin',soilsare found 

mainly in the northern stretches of the coastal plain anids" f ration 

where the parent'material was clayIer than that fuither "south (personal 

ccomunication, M. Santanna, Ministry of Agriculture, Lame, 1971i) 

(slan y, 1962). 

The Klekame series (Appendix II, no. 3)
 

The Ilekame series, a clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic member 

of the Oxic Paleustalfs occurs on surface III (sandy colluvium)
 

(Appendix II). It corresponds well morphologically with the Kulfo
 

series of Benin-NIFOR, Nigeria. The surface area covered by the Klekcne 

series in Togo is approximately 11,700 hectares (FAQ, 1967).
 

Klekome soils are dark reddish brown throughout. The surface
 

is usually sandy becoming sandy clay loam or sandy clay with depth.
 

The heavier sandy clay texture may occur at approximately 1 m or may
 

not be apparent in a profile having a depth of at least 2 m. The
 

surface horizons (Ap, A3) range from sand to sandy loam in texture. The
 

texture often increases slightly to sandy clay loam or sandy loam at
 

a depth of 50 to 80 cm (B2t). B2t or argillic horizons are also 

distinguished by thin clay bridges formed between the quartz sand grains.
 

The soil is deep and porous but has a slightly weaker or less well-defined
 

structure than the Legbako and Kodjin series.
 



Th colors,of.the surface horizons,.(Api A3) range from 5YR3
 

to dark reddish:,bkown. Te 3 . horiznsare2?.5YR3/Ys dark
 

.reddish brown. 

The p of the horizons,remains fairly constant at about .5.. 

The base saturation remains at approximately 100% in the surface 

horizons but decreases slightly to approximately 80% in samples taken 

at depths approaching Pm. The CEC is low at about 2.4meq/i00 g 

of-soil but are slightly higher at'the sirface"due to increased 

amounts of organic matter. 

The Ganave series (Appendix II, no. 4)
 

The Ganave series is probably a clayey, kaolinitic, Isohyper

thermia member of the (Plinthic) Oxic Paleustalfs. The soil is found
 

on depositional surface IV (Appendix II). The surface area covered 

by the Ganave series in southernTogo is approximately 10,000 hectares 

(FAO, 1 7). 

Ganave soils are grayish brown becoming pale brown with brownish
 

,and reddish mottles at depth. The surface textires (Ap, A3 horizons) 

,range from sand to loamy sand becoming sandy clay loam or sandy clay
 

with depth (Bet). The heavier texture usually occurs abruptly at
 

adepth of 50 to 70 cm. B2t or argillic horizons are distinguished by
 

thin patchy argillans. The soils examined typically become more porous 

and exhibit stronger structure with depth. Many medium and coarse
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.tubular:'pores are ;seen, at,depths, of approximately 1 inm,' The' soi sis 

also distinguished by -brownish mottles near the surface becoming 

reddish yellow and forming red concretions at depths of approxiiately 

.,!Colors of surface horizons range from grayish brown, lOYR5/2,
 

to brown, lOYR5/3. Argillic horizons range from brown, 10YR5/3, 

to',light yellowish brown,IOYR6/4 and very pale brown, lOYR7/3. 

Surface mottles are strong brown, 7.5YR5/6, becoming reddish yellow,
 

5YR6/6, with depth. Concretions are typically bright red, 2.5YR4/6.
 

The concretions are probably ironstone gravel in a matrix of dis

continuous plinthite.
 

There are no chemical data for the Ganave pedon.
 

Soil characteristics affecting agronomic potential
 

As shown by Table 4, Klekome and Ganave series have soil charac

teristics more limiting to agronomic potential than Legbako or Kodjin
 

series in the South Togo benchmark area.
 

Climatic characteristics affecting agronomic potential
 

Average climatic data for the area are given in Appendix I and
 

Table 2.
 

The diurnal range of temperature is greatly influenced by the 

proximity of the coast. The areas in the interior show the greatest
 

amplitudes.., The average yearly variation of temperature is,limited 

for the region as a whole to approximately 3.50C. 
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+rable + . Soil 'charactersts,'affecting agrondmi, pot,, tial. i. 2Opt
: South .Togo benchmark area., 

Soil 
Characteristic 1. 1
 

Legbako Kodjin Klekome Ganave
 

1. 	Limitations None None None Ironstone gravel
 
to ,'rooting 	 inB2t (similar 
depth 	 to pan)
 

2.' 	 Texture sandy sur- clayey sandy sandy surface 
face over through- through- over clayey 
clayey sub- out out subsoil 
soil 

3. 	 Surface soil slightly moderate- unstable slightly
'aggregate stable ly stable stable.
 
stabilitya
 

4. 	 Permeability moderate moderate rapid moderate 

5. Drainage class well- well- excess- imperfectly
 
drained drained ively well- drained
 

drained
 

6. 	Erosion pro- microero- possible much micro- microerosion
 
blemsb 	 sion and gully for- erosion and
 

gully for- mation gully for
mation mation
 

7. 	 Limiting low CEO low CEC low CEC 
.-chemical low ex- low ex- low ex
properties changeable changeable changeable
 

K K K, low OM
 

8. 	 Suscepti- moderate slight very high moderate
 
bility to
 
degradationc
 

aThis refers in particular to the tendency of breaking up crumb or 

subangular blocky structure to single-grain structure. 

IbMicroerosion is a phenomenon of particle separation, i.e. the separa
tion of sand from clay and organic matter.
 

CDegradation is a phenomenon associated with changes of surface soil,
 

ground cover, and decreased yields. Susceptibility is a qualitative
 
judgment based on observed field conditions.
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and from one localityThe rainfall is variable both between years 

to another. It's common to have a downpour in one place and no 

precipitation,at all 10 km away. The region of southern Togo differs 

from the other benchmark areas in that 'the rainfall increases, from 

800 to 130mm, is "one goes6i from the'coast to the northern edge of the 

sedimentary plateau (FAO, 1967). Inall other benchmark areas of 

this study the reverse is true. 

The low annual precipitation and its distribution into two 

seasons is a liability to foodcrop production. This is especially 

truce for the southernmost region, where in some years the short rainy
 

season does not provide enough precipitation to cover the deficit
 

caused by evapotranspiration (Appendix I and Fig. 7). 

The potential evapotranspiration is greater than rainfall about 

9 months of the year (Appendix I and Fig. 3). 

The heaviest showers occur near the coast. Shower intensity 

diminishes toward the northern part of the sedimentary plateau 

(FAO, 1967). The sandier, exposed soils nearest the coast are the 

most susceptible to erosion. 

Rain distribution is the single most important climatic parameter 

affecting agronomic productivity of the south Togo area. For Hagoume, 

Togo (near Lane), the number of raindays (days when the precipitation 

is greater than 0.1 mn) attains a maximum of 10 during the month 

of June. The planting months of March and April have 3 and 2 respec

tiveLy and the maximum for the second season is only 9 days in Beptem
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ber (see Fig. 7). This is a clear indication of the recurrent drought 

problems during the two growing seasons and the second in paticular 

(personal comunication from workers on BDPA and SORAD projects in 

Anecho, Togo). 

The annual average radiation is 421 Langleys/day for the ,south
 

Togo area. As the growing season progresses the level of the radiation
 

diminishes (Appendix I and Fig. 8). The daily average from April
 

to July is 409 Langleys/day and from September to November 431
 

Langleys/day. Radiation, in view of these values, appears sufficient
 

for foodcrop production.
 

Human factors affecting agronomic potential
 

The main form of cropping management in southern Togo is shifting 

cultivation. In this area demographic pressures are so intense that 

suitable fallow periods for regeneration of soil fertility are no 

longer possible. In times past when sufficient land was available 

a farmer might leave a parcel in fallow 5 to 8 years after cropping 

it 2 to 3 years. The denographic pressures no longer permit such
 

lengthy fallows and the result is a general degradation of soils.
 

Fallows are presently 2 to 3 years at most. In southern Togo the rural
 

population density is approximately 137 inhabitants/km (FAO, 1967). 

Calculations from data given in Table 5 show that the average 

farm size in southern Togo is 1.85 hectares irrespective of the 

percentage of available land under cultivation. 
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Tabe ';~ Farn or Tgo (afte; iFAOO 1967).satistca ol~her 

Admnistrative Region 

Lome Anecho Tsevie 

i. 	Total surface in ha. 28,000 142,000 320,00 

2. 	 Surface cultivated in ha. 18,272 60,331 38,297 

3. 	 Percent surface cultivated 64% 43% 1% 
of total surface 

4. 	 Number of farms 9,676 33,285 19,581 

5. 	 Number of cultivators 2.1 1.9 2.6 
.	 per farm 

6. 	Surface area in ha. covered o.88 o.94 o.74 
by each cultivator 

The rotation and composition of crops on these farms seem to
 

be dictated as much or more by local traditions and nutritional habits
 

than by searching for the most suitably adapted crop to a particular
 

soil. Maize and cassava are by far the predominant crops of the
 

region (Table 6). Yams (Discorea rotundata) and cocoyams (Colocasia
 

antiuorum) assume minor importance only in the more humid regions
 

such as Tsevie (1200 mm rainfall per annum).
 

The system is shifting cultivation where the land is left to 

fallow for several years then intensively cultivated until the yields 

diminish to an uneconomic level. These diminished yields are mainly 

due to the diminishing fertility of the soil, weeds, pests, and dis

eases. Thereafter, the parcel is given another period of fallow. 

Traditionally, the soils are at least 50% under fallow at any one time. 

Alluvial areas where the vegetation is thicker and harder to olear 

are 	perhaps 80% under fallow (FAO, 1967).
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Tabl~e 6, F orp cemPositip :onfarms iin southern Togo (after FAO,
 
.067)..
 

Adrnni strative Region 
Lome Anecho Tsevie 
of cultivated surface area by crop 

i aize 	 47.9. 44.2 38.2 
2. 	 Rice (Oryza sativa) ....-----

3. Cassava 30.0 34.1 21.0
 
4+.' Sweet potatoes (inpo. 0,2 0.2 0.7
 moea batatas)
 

5. Yams 	 4.4 
.- .... ,---5.7 56. 	 Cocoyms -. --

7. 	 Ochra (Hibiscus 0.9 0.6 0.9 
esculentus)
 

8. 	 Tomatoes (Lycoper- 19. 043 0.6
 
sicon esculentLm)
 

9. 	 Peppers (Piper sp.) 0.6" 0.2 0.9 
10. Bigeon Peas (Cajanus 3.1 	 3.9 0.8 

cajan) 
U. Peanuts (Arachis 	 7.3 2.3 6.1 

hypogaea)
 
12. Tree crops 	 .1 14.2 24.7 

The regions of.Lome ana Anecho having the most intensive agri

,,,culture have modified somewhat this system. Here maize and cassava 

are grown almost continuously, except for an occasional fallow of 1 to 

2 years. The maize is planted during the long rainy season and shortly 

thereafter interplanted with cassava. The cassava is then harvested 

prematurely after 10 to 12 months. Soil degradation under this modified 

,s.ystem is increased and yields drop to an unusually low level,(4 to 

5 tons of fresh tubers/ha.).. 
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In areas of traditional shifting cultiatil6Wthe folowing 

technues are practiced. 	 Each year toward the middle of the dry 

cleared' by cuting;down. trees, shrubs,season a)rcel of land is 

are left standing because ofweeds and left to dry. Oil palm trees 

sotheir economic importance, but their leaves are heavily trimmed 

that their shade does not greatly hinder the growth of foodcrops. 

This pile of dry material is burned so that a few kilograms of fertili

zer is produced. The soil is hoed by hand, incorporating the burned 

layer of the soil. startmaterial into the surface After the rains 

maize is planted 3 to 4 seeds to a hill in no particular spacing. The 

maize is never thinned. At the same time hills of tomatoes, ochra, 

peppers, peanuts, etc., are planted between the hills of maize. In 

some cases the maize culture may be repeated depending on the fertility 

of the soil. It is then interplanted with cassava cuttings or the 

cassava may be planted during the first season usually a month after 

the maize and other crops have started to grow. 

In the more intensive agriculture of the Lome-Anecho area the 

the flat in lines at a rather wide spacingmaize is usually planted on 

and shortly afterwards interplanted with cassava cuttings. Fortunately 

in this area mulching practices have been started using the stalks, 

leaves and other trash left over from harvest. In general fertilizers
 

are not used and maize is not planted during the second rainy season.
 

Yields under traditional management 

Yields per hectare are particularly low for such foodcrops as 
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maizecJnd 	 legumes (alc) 

Table7. 	Crop yields under traditional management (vegetables and
 

tubers -.fresh weight, grains - dry weight of grain).
 

Crop 	 Yields (tons/hectare)
 

2.' 'Cassava 	 8.0
 

3. Pigeon peas o. 

If.' Peanuts 0.3 

5,Oehra 0.8 

6.' Peppers 0.3 

1.57. 'Tcanatoes 

Yields under experimental management
 

Several experiments have been conducted by BDPA (Bureau de
 

Developpement et Production Agricole) in southern Togo on soils
 

formed on 	coastal plain sands. This organization attempts to regenerate
 

degraded soils in the region of Anecho. Most of the soils fall into
 

the Legbako, Klekone or Ganave series. The regeneration techniques
 

Include plowing at different depths, maximum utilization of fertilizers,
 

additions 	of organic matter and the use of rotations which include
 

maize followed by a legume and a suitable cover crop during the dry
 

season. Yields of maize (first season) are significantly improved
 

using modern management techniques. These yields diminish with con

tinued cultivation even with the use of fertilizers and modern tillage
 

practices 	(Table 8).
 



Table;8,- Yields of ,foodorops under ecxperimental management, (after 
SORAD, i973). 

Year:and Season Prop 
Kg. dry grain (maize cow

peas) or fresh weight 
(cassava)/hectare 

i. ,F-'rst -yr.-first season maize 	 14oo 

?,.>First 	yr.-second season maize 900 

yr.-first season maize 800
3.Second 
h. 'Se'ond yr.-second season maize 300 

5,,Second yr.-second season cowpeas (Vigna sp.) 450 

6. 	 Third yr.-first and second cassava 12,500 

.. , seasons 

THE IKENNE BENCHMARK STUDY AREA 

3etting 

The study of the Ikenne benchmark area was divided up into two 

arts.: Soil characterization and agronomic trials were conducted 

at-the Iistitute for Agricultural Research and Training (IART), 

R.
The soil pedons had previously been described by F.I1enne. ' 

Moormanniof IITA and associates. Information on cultural practices 

and.yields: on local farms were obtained in cooperation with the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources (MANR), Remo Division 

at Shaipamu. With the help of an interpreter, a number of local farmers 

were,Interviewed to get information on the kinds of crops -.anted 
and
 

thejr yields. No detailed soil surveys or corresponding agronomic
 

dta were 	 available for the area. 



The€'i e 1s hiid '1i~lot' e toria .(forest belt), .ith the 

) ighest average .. 2_ teperature less than 33.5 0 C.. The:rea, has 

moIs rains with 'Ito 3 dry miozths and the rainfall .surplus over 

apotranspiration-is less than '1000 nn(Papadakis, 1965)'. The first 

and longer rainy season starts in March with peak precipitation in 

June. A short dry season follows in August when potential evapotrans

piration (PET) exceeds precipitation. Then a second: rainy season, of 

longer duration and more predictAbility than the one at-Loe extends' 

....eptember to the end of October (see Fig. 3). 

Although detailed soil moisture studies were not made, it appears 

that the soil control section would. be dryfor periods of time as long 

as 90 consecutive days in a year indicating an ustic: soil moisture 

r'egime., 

* The topography does not differ from the normal pattern of undu

lating plateaus of the coastal plain sands formations. 

Although the underlying geological formations at,Ikenne are older 

(end of Cretaceous) than the Plio-Pleistocene coastal plain sands at
 

the other benchmark sites, the surface layers have been eroded, re

worked and covered with Plio-Pleistocene coastal plain sands material.
 

(see Fig. 2) (personal communication F. R. Moormann, 1974).
 

The vegetation of the area is composed of low woody shrubs and 

small trees mixed in with the predominant vegetation, Eupatorium 

odoratu. This plant, according to those living and working in the 

area, arrived sometime in the late 1950's and soon spread over large 
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areoffsouthernNigeria Along wth Etpatoriumlodoratum the .fallowed 

areas included kola trees and o'6l. palms. 

Soil pedons 

The Alagba series (Appendix II, no. 5) 

The Alagba series is a clayey, kaolinitic, isobyperthrmic 

member 'ofi the Oxic Paleustalfs, This soil is typical of the upper 

surface (surface I) of the undulating plateaus of the Ikenne region. 

It Corresponds well morphologically and chemically (down to at, least 

2 iM)with the Legbako soils of southern Togo. 

These soils are reddish brown sandy clays with the sandy clay 

usually occurring abruptly between 40 and 60 cm. The surface layer 

ranges in texture from sand to sandy loam. The soils usually occur 

on upper slopes of the undulating plateaus but can be observed below 

layers of ironstone gravel on the actively eroding surface (surface 

III) (see topographic position descriptions inAppendix II). The
 

soil is deep and porous and contains no mottling in the sandy clay 

layer. 

The many pieces of pottery fragments found in the upper 60 cm 

of the soil'.are evidence of recent mixing by human activities. 

The colors of the Ap and A3 horizons can vary slightly but ,are 

usually 5YR3/3 to 3/4, dark reddish brown. The B horizons are also 

dark reddish brown, 2.5YR3/6 to 3/4. 

VOThe pH' diminishes slightly withdepth but never further ,than 5.0 

in the lower argillic horizon. The CEO isusually 8 to 10 mQL0o g of 
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~dil'atth~:~r e,~ii~4.5ib8abruptly- ttoipprc~admtely 	 to,3 

saturaeq/l00 g. of soil in the iihorizon.' ';The-percent,base4,, 


the argiLlictionra.ges from .,95% i the ,surface horizons to 80% in 

horizon. 

UOO.Tfii Owode ser1es'. (Appen ix'I:, noIl b) 
m

The (*ode series is.6aclayey, malinitic, isohyperhermi e me ber 

of thejic Haplustalfs. 'Owode soils are brown sandy clays with a 

graysh brown sandy surface., They occur either on a lower surface 

(surface II) when associatedwith Alagba soils or may occur onthe upper 

surace .(surface I) without Alagba., 

Ilie'tixture of the grayish brown (lOYR3/2) surface.lyer varies 

frn loal sand to sandyloam. A reddish-brown (5YR4/4) to brown 

sandy clay loam. to sandy clay usually occurs abruptly between(lOY3/2) 


tO and 60 cm.. Mottled clay with small reddish (2.5YR/6).concretions
 

occur-between' 100 to l4O cm. 

Owode soils are cnly moderately well-drained and may remain 

moist for a longer time than Alagba soils during the dry season.. 

The upper 50 to 60 cm contain similar evidence of mixing or 

disturbance as the Alagba profiles due to pottery found at these 

The CEC of the surface horizon is usually 8 to 10 meq/l00 g
 

of soil dropping to 2 to 3 meq/l00 g in the subsoil. There is
 

approximately 100%base saturation until well into the mottled
 

horizon.
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,-The Atan-series (Appendix Il, no. /7) 

Lhe Atan series is a clayey, kaolinitic, -iaohyperthermic. member 

of the Plinthic Paleustults. These soils have similar morphological 

soil except that the mbttled sandy claycharacteristics as the Owode 

layer is closer to the surface, between 60 and 90 cm. The grayish 

brown (10YR4/2) surface layer can have textures ranging from sand 

to sandy clay loam. A sandy clay layer starts at 30 to 50 cm and 

is brown (IOYR5/3) changing to mottled light brownish gray. The sub. 

soil is gray (lOYR6/2 to 6/1) with chrcmas of 2 or less due to a 

water table which comes within 100 to 140 cm of the surface each year. 

Dark' red (2.5YR3/6) concretions formed fram plinthite occur at 

approximately 90 cm. 

The soils usually occur in depressions of undulating relief 

(surface II) (see topographic positions in Appendix II) below Alagba 

or Owode series. The soil is imperfectly drained at the height of 

the rainy season (June). 

The surface soil has a CEC of approximately 8 to 10 meq/l00 g 

of soil decreasing to 2 to 4 meq/lO0 g of soil in the lower horizons. 

rapidly fron 100%in the surfaceThe base saturation decreases 


to 40% in the mottled and argillic horizons..
horizon to 30 

Soil characteristics affecting aei'onomic potential
 

soils have charac41iAmnong the soils studies at this site, Alagba 

teristics least limiting to foodcrop production (Table 9). 



Table 9. Soil cdiaracteristics affectin 'aronoznic, Dotential. Ikenne 
benchmark area.
 

Soil 
Characteristic Alagba Owode Atan 

1. 	 Limitations to None Bulk density Bulk density 
r depth increase in'ooting . increase in a 

mottled zone mottled zone 

2. 	 'Texture Sandy surface Sandy surface Sandy surface 
over clayey over clayey over clayey 
subsoil subsoil subsoil 

3. 	 Surface soil slightly slightly slightly 
aggregate, stable stable stable 
stability" 

. Permeability moderate slow 	 slow 

5. 	Drainage class well-drained moderately imperfectly 
well-drained drained 

6. 	Erosion pro- microerosion severe micro- severe micro
"blemns 	 and gully erosion erosion ' 

formation 

7. 	Limiting low CEC low CEC low CEC
 
* 	 chemical low exchange- low exchange- low exchange

properties 	 able K able K able K 
low available low available low available P 
P P increase acidity 

with depth 

8. 	 Susceptibilityd moderate slight high 
to degradation" 

aSee remark attached 	to Owode dascription in Appendix II.
 

bThis refers to the tendency of crumb 	or subangular blocky structure
 

to break up into 	single-grain structure.
 

CMicroerosion is 	a phenomenon of particle separation, i.e. the
 

separation of sand from clay and organic matter.
 

%egradation is a phenomenon associated with changes of surface
 
soil, grolmd cover, and decreased yields. Susceptibility is a
 
qualitative Judgnent based on observed field conditions.
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(" 4 tic *characteristics affecting agroncipotential 

P ie d nal :fluciatuation of. teiperature I sslightly greater,,.than 

Lo3ei'due to the greater distance 'to the coast., The yeary range' of 

temperatures is not great and the maximum temperature is always less 

than 33.5 0 C (Papadakis, 1965). 

The annual rainfall is sufficient in most years for most crops 

during the two growing seasons (March to November). The potential 

evap6transpiration does not exceed the rainfall at any one month 

diurin the growing season (Fig. 4 and Appendix I). 

The potential evapotranspiration exceeds rainfall during the months 

of January, February, March, November and December. The total poten

tial evapotranspiration for the year (1,340 mm) is less than the 

total precipitation (1,426 mm) (Fig. 4 and Appendix I). 

July, August and October (.Appendix I) are months when extremely 

heavy showers are known to occur. Exposed fields, especially those 

under cassava only, would be hardest hit by these storms. 

Rainfall is very evenly distributed for the growing months of 

-March to October and in most years there should be no droughts greater 

than one week during this time. 

)Human factors affecting agronomic potential 

In this area population pressure is not a limiting factor, in 

most cases, to fallow lengths needed to restore soil fertility when 

shifting cultivation is practiced. Although no reliable census 

figures could be found, the author interviewed several farmers over a 
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large' area"(pr itel 6 kin) We askied the qesoniehr 
therewas a available land if the. farmer ad e Aoperations 

theanswer was always affirmative. Inrnly one case was a farier 

cultivating a field almost continuously. This farmer was a ,tenant. 

not originally from the area. 

The farms 7seen were usually.sall;. The average size being 

aPproximately 1.5 to. 2 hectares This area- was, ualldivded up 

into'small plots scattered here and there. This was especiallytru 

)ffarmers who tilled their land with family labor only. In.a few 

.ases farmers, were cultivating their parcels collectively, especially 

ror 	such crops as rice or tomatoes, and increasing the total land
 

wrea 	cultivated, 

The composition of crops grown in the area seemed to be highly 

variable but maize and cassava were always included at sane point in 

the rotation. The following cropping combinations were observed: 

1. Maize (first year) followed by cassava and cowpeas the
 

second year. 

2.4-Maize (first season) intercropped-with cassava which grew 

for 15 months to 2 years. 

3. 	 Yellow yams (Discorea alata) interplanted with maize with 

a full complement of local vegetables such as melon (Tel

faria su.), ochra, peppers, coc and others followed by 

cassavas
 

14. 	 Monocroming of u~land rice (first season fo6llored' by inter
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zIpcroing of, tomatoes, a"tzeiadrid cassava ,(second season). 

o6noc'opping of upland rice with a fallow the second season. 

6! 'Alternate monocropping of upland rice or maize (both-the 

first season only). 

In ilportant factor in the choice of crop coposition.seemed to 

e the amount of land which the farmer had in kola production. , Kola 

is a tree crop grown and marketed extensively in ,the region. The 

farmers "thathad the most kola trees were the ones who used the most
 

traditional coabinations and rotations, keeping most of the foodcrops
 

grown for family conswumption. The other farmers who did not depend
 

on kola production incorporated some of the innovative rotations of
 

rice, tomatoes, etc., along'with traditional rotations and csnbin

ations on other plots.
 

The author made several traverses through Ode-Leao, 3 km south
 

of Ikenne, to get an idea of land use. Kola and cassava were the
 

predomirant crops grown (Table 10).
 

Table 10. Land use at Ode-Lemo (Ikenne area).
 

Crop of land under crop
 

51
1. Kola 


23
2. Cassava 


3. Pineapple (Ananas coiosus) 8 

. Maize , 

5o, Other foodcrops 3' 

6." Fallow 

100
 

aMaize would normally be more predominant since the survey was made 

during the second growing season. 



,he tadition management system is" Jhiftin , Qcultivation. 

aLere arer same modifications in: this ,system which-,seen to be due. 

toc two- factors: 1) the amount of land which a particular farmer has 

under kola and 2) the ability of the farmer to cultivate profitably 

high paying crops such as rice or tomatoes. If the- farmer has a 

sizeable amount of land (more than two hectares) and does not have 

most of it planted in kola he can fallow his plots for at least. 

to1.years and follow the practices of shifting cultivation, 

Under this system yellow yams are planted first (February) in the 

most fertile spots followed by maize (March, ,April) which is inter

planted with melons, cocoyams, ochra and peppers. After 2 to 3 

weeks or a month the farmer starts interplantingothe whole area.,with 

cassava cuttings (May). 

Where the farmer is trying to grow crps such as riceor tomatoes 

he may devote the plot strictly to these crops with no rotations, 

leaving the field in fallow during the second rainy season in the case 

of tomatoes (both early and late season),of rice, or growing two crops 

or planting tomatoes in September and interplanting with cassava during 

October. These systems would be employed in areas where land compe

tition with kola plantations is not too great. 

In general, fertilizers were not used, particularly in the case 

of yams, maize, cassava and local vegetables. But some farmers were 

attempting to use them in the management of less traditional crops 

such as tomatoes.and rice. 
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PIn all cases except one where a farmer was experimenting with 

rather large fields of rice (1to 2 hectares), tillage was done with 

short-handled hoes after the woody bush had been cut with machetes 

and burned. 

Weeding was done twice on most farms, the first time one month 

afe3'r planting,'the second two months or ten weeks after planting. 

Only rarely were crops, such as rice or tomatoes, weeded three times. 

The farmers generally complained of insect and bird problems 

with: rice and maize and grasshopper problems with cassava. No one 

had any efficient means of control over these pests. 

None of the farmers, unlike the case in southern Togo, complained 

of drought as a limiting factor to farming. 

Yields under traditional management 

Yields of foodcrops per hectare are low for maize, rice and 

cowpeas (Table 11). 

Table Ii. Crop yields under traditional management (vegatables and 

tubers - fresh weight, grains - dry weight of grain). 

Crop Yield - tons / hectare 

1.01. Maize 

6.0 to 9.0
2. Cassava 

3. Yellow yams 1.3 to 5.0 
2.0It.Cocoyams 

2.05. Tomatoes 

6. Rice (upland) 0.5 
7. Cowpeas 0.2 

aSome tubers may be up to-two years old. 
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Yields under experimental management 

Several, fertility trials were carried out the MiMfnistry of 

Agriculture and Natural Resources (MANR) at Shagamu, Remo Division 

(5 larwest of Ikenne). These trials were always in cooperation 

with a local farmer in order to convince him of the need to use, 

fertilizers and improved varieties. Unfortunate3.y the soil series 

designiations or even a cursory description of the texture or soi 

color were not recorded. One is not certain whether the trials 

were carried out on Alagba, Owode, Atan or other soils. Improved 

varieties of maize (Ns1) and rice (IM2O) always gave higher yields 

and second season maize yields were always inferior to, the first 

easbw,(Table 12). 

Table 12. 	 Yields of foodcrops under experimental management (vege
tables and tubers - fresh weight, grains - dry weight of 
grain).
 

Crop (variety) 	 Average yield Range in yield
crp(ait)(kg/ha) (kg/ha) 

1. Early maize (NSl) 	 2400 2100 to 2700 

2. Early maize (local white) 1900 650 to 2900 

3. Late maize (local white) 800 500 to 1100 

4. Upland 	rice (oS6) 1700 700 to 2700 
5. Upland 	rice (IR20) 200.. 2000 to 2700 

6. White yams 	 50oo 47o0 to 6000 

7. Yellow 	yams 7700 
8. cassava (Tabiapa) 	 .6150 3000 to 9500 
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7THE'BENIN-NIFOR BENCHMARK STUDY ARE' 

Settin 

This area was unique among the four in that the farming system 

approached most closely a true system of shifting cultivation. 

Large plots are cut down from secondary forest and burned in January 

and February, cultivated for one to two years and then allowed to 

revert back to fallow and eventually forest. Each year a new area 

is cultivated cooperatively by members of a nearby village. this 

continuance of a viable shifting cultivation is due for the most part 

to a low population density. 

Much of the soils information was gathered with the help of 

the staff of the Nigerian Institute for Oil Palm Research (NIFOR) 

approximately 20 km northwest of Benin City. There was no existing 

detailed soils information for the area except some suitably studies 

for oil palm production by H. Vine et al. Some agronomic information
 

was available through the Research Branch of the Ministry of Agri

culture and Natural Resources, Midwestern State, Benin City, Nigeria.
 

The climate is humid semi-hot equatorial typical of a coastal
 

forest belt where the highest average daily temperature is less than
 

33.5 0C. One to three months are dry and there is an annual rainfall
 

surplus, exceeding evapotranspiration, of 1000 mm (Papadakis, 1965). 

The major rainy season begins in March and continues until July 

(see Fig. 5) and is followed by a short but not too severe dry season 



.in .august. Ine seconi rary season t s 6npSeiber and, finishes 

during the first part of November. The long dry season lasts from late 
November until the following March. FronFg. 5 it can be seen'that 

the area might be transition i frolm an'ustie'to an udic soil moisture 

regime. There are probably 90 culmlative days during which the soil 

moisture control section is dry, these soils'are then placed in an 

ustic moisture regime. More has to, be done, such as a regular collec

tion of soil moisture samples, to be certain, Also a study of different 

areas to the south should be conceived to determine where the ustic 

regime leaves off and the udic begins. 

The area is included in the coastal plain sands (Pl2o-Pleistocene). 

in the literature the formation is scmetimes referred to as "Benin 

Sands". 

The topograpby is typically. a series of long, wide undulating 

plateaus. In areas where a major stream has dissected'the land

scape, the relief becomes more rolling. 

The predominant vegetation of the area is humid tropical forest. 

The areas of recent fallow are dominated by Eupatorium odoratum and 

low woody shrubs (see "general daia" for a'more detailed listing of 

major forest species). 

.Soil pedons 

•No important soil pedons.ere chosen for study. These pedons 

7fall Into Alagba and KuMfo series designations (Moss, 197). 
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All'descriptions, topographic',positions,'and ,analtical, data 
-aregive'in Appendix II. 

TheAlajba series (Arnendix I1. no. 8) 

Adikba is a clayey, Raolinitic, Isorlperthermlc member or the 

uxic YaAaeuszairs. xnis peaon may be atypical due to a high Ca and 

Mg-saturation of,'the CEC throughout the profile (see analytical data 

A-endix' II). %The soil is typical of those found on the undulating 

plateaus of qoqs.tajL plain sands in this area. It corresponds well 

morphological3#. and cheically with the Alagba (Ikenne) and Legbako 

(South Togo)pseries described previously. The characteristics and 

rarnges coincide roughly with those given under the discussion of the 

k.agb'a pe .6nat the Ikenne site (no. 5, Appendix II and discussion). 

The Kuifo series (Appendix II, no. 9) 
he.,Kulfo series is a clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic member 

Df the'.'ypic Paleustults. The soil is typically found on depositional 

surfaces of sandy colluvium below breaks in slopes of the undulating 

plateaui or in, oncave depressions slightly below the plateau surface. 

The soil is, morphologically similar to the Klekome series of Lane, 

Togo. The chemisiry and classification are different due to the higher 

leaching environment of Benin. 

The surface textures from 0 to 50 cm are never finer than a 

sandy loam and range to sand. At a depth of 50 to 70 cm the texture 

beco'mes.sandy,'clay, loaiand may stay as such down to a depth of 200 



or mrecM or,"te texture may become sandy. clay. at 3.00 to 130; cii. 

The predominant characteristic of this soil distinguishing it froi 

Alagba series is the deeper, coarser sur-ace texture. 

Surface colors are always dark reddish brown but may range 

from 5YR3/3 to 2.5YR3/6. The argillic horizons are always dark 

reddish brown, 2.5YR3/4 to 3/6. 

soils is the existence ofAnother characteristic of the Kulfo 

a dark, buried Ap horizon found at a depth of 40 to 50 c AA tsrorough 

survey by many auger borings in the area always showed this chara eris. 

tic present. Pottery fragments were also frequently found at this 

depth. This indicates that a great deal of colluviation and mass 

recent times perhaps themovement of the surface has taken place in 

last 5000 years (personal ccamunication, R. W. Arnold, 1974). Tnad

tional farming techniques such as ridging to a depth of 30 to 40 cm 

may in part explain this accelerated movement of surface materials. 

The pH, lower than Alagba soils of the same area, is between 

. 
4.0 to 4.3 and remains constant with depth. The CE iS'"alsolow', 

,throughout at 2 to 3 meq/100 9 of soil° The percent base saturation 

is also low throughout at 20 to 30%. 

Soil 	characteristics affecting agronomic potential
 

The Kulfo series has more characteristics limiting to agronmi d
zi 

potential than the Alagba series (Table 13). 



Table, 13." Soil 'characteristics affecting agronomic potential, 
B~nn-NFORarea, 

SCharacteristic" 	 Ala.ba So.. 
Alaba 	 Kulfo 

ijMtations to None None
 
-obting depth',
 

2, 	Texture sandy surface over sandy., out 
clayey subsoil 

3. 	 Surface soil slightly stable unstable 
aggregate 
stabi.itya
 

rapid
4.. 	Permeability moderate 

5. 	Drainage clasE wefl-drained excessively

well-drained. 

6. Erosion problensb microerosion and microerosion and 
gully formation gully formation 

7.j ldzating chemical low Cc 	 low CEc 
properties 	 low exchangeable s low exchangeable K 

low available P low available P 
low 	pH 

very high
8. 	 Susceptibility to moderate 

degradationc
 

his refers in particular to the tendency of crumb and subangular
 

,blocky structure to break up to single-grain structure.
 

bMicroerosion is a phenomenon of particle separation, i.e., the
 

separation of sand fran clay and organic matter. 

Degradation is a phenonenon associated with changes of surface
 

soil, ground cover, and decreased yields. Susceptibility is a'
 

based on observed field conditions.qualitative judpent 
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Climatic characteristics affecting agronomic potential 

Mean monthly temperatures do not fluctuate greatly throughout 

the year (see Fig. 5 and Appendix I). The mean annual temperature 

is 260C. There is no significant difference between this and other 

study areas.
 

Precipitation is not a limiting factor to foodcrop production
t ,At, . 

in this area, The short dry season during the mouth.o. ugs 

is not severe since the potential evapotranspiration iWstill.lower 

than~the level of rainfall (see Fig. 5). 

Potential evapotranspiration exceeds precipitation onf during 

the months of December, January and February and partially dringy 

the months of March and November. The total rainfallo i.8" 131, 

exceeds the annual potential evapotranspiration, 1,220 mm, pexitting 

some significant leaching of the soil. 

Records of maximum daily rainfall (see Appendix I) show Benin-

NIFOR to have exceptionally heavy rainfalls during the months of July 

to October and moderately heavy rainfalls during the dry season,. These 

exceptional rainfalls are higher than for any other area studied. 

Erosion can be a major problem especially as more soils are cultivated 

more intensively in the future. 

Rainfall is distributed fairly evenly throughout the growing 

months of April to October (see Figs. 7 and Appendix I) so that long 

periods of drought during the growing season should not be a problem. 
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During thefijrst i growing .season .the average radiation is 388, Langleys/ 

day. The radiation diminishes as the season continues (seeFig. 8). 

During the second growing season (August to November) the radiation 

is eyenlwr 6 Langleys/da.. Th0se values are higher than35at 

those of the Abak benchmark, area but lower than those of Lonee for 

the" same season. 

Human factors affecting agronomic potential
 

The Benin-NIFOR study area is the least populated of all the 

areas studied. There are no impediments for most of the local 

farmers to practice shifting cultivation much as their ancestors must 

have done. This means that a parcel of land is cropped 1 to 2 or 3 

years maximum and allowed to go into fallow for at least 10 to 15 

years,
 

' The average 'size of farms is hard to determine since moot farmers 

ikteri'ewed in this area were part of a cooperative scheme by the local 

area freshly cleared from secondary forest.village to farm one large 

The average size of 'farms as esti ated by the local ministry of 

agriculture Is about I to; L .5 hectares (Occasional report, Benin City, 

1966). 

After the bush is burned white yams are interplanted with maize, 

melons, ochra, peppers, cocoyams, etc. In September or slightly 

before the area may then be interplanted with cassava. Cassava may 

be replanted in the area after harvesting the first crop. In this 

case no care is given to the cassava and it grows along with the 



ra Low regron. Wiie yms take predmnance i this r area along 

witcasaa a~dmaize' Table i14).* 

Table ,14, Area cultivated per crop on peasant farms (Benin-NIOR) 

. (after Notes on Peasant Agriculture, Benin City 1966) 

Crop Area cultivated per farm (hectares) 

1. White yams 0.5 

2. Cassava 0.5
 

3. Maize 0.113 

4. Cowpeas/pigeon peas 0.1 

5., Rice (some farms) 0,2 

The system is shifting cultivation as described previously in

the South Togo discussion. Only one point may be added here. A 

lot of shifting cultivation in the Benin-NIFOR area is done on govern

ment' forest reserves. First, the mature economic trees are harvested 

then the farmers are permitted to come in and clear and burn the rest 

of the bush. At the same time that they are planting their crops they 

are obliged to plant tree seedlings provided them by the forestry 

department. 

Yields under traditional management 

Specific yields were not determined in this ifre. 
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Yields under experimental management 

he data for this section has been gathered from two sources: 

1)'the Research Branch of the Ministry of Agriculture and Natural-,, 

Resources of Midwestern State and 2) research on fallows and cropping 

carried out in field trials at NIFOR. As in most of the cases in 

this paper 	where locally derived data was used there was no mention 

or description of the kind of soil involved. Only the soil for the 

research being currently carried out at NIFOR could be determined 

with certainty. 

Experiments with early and late maize were started under condi

tions of continuous cultivation with and without application of fertili

zers. The following results clearly show a diminution over time in 

<the yields even on fertilized plots (Table 15). 

Table 15. 	 Yields of maize (dry grain) under continuous cropping
 
(after Annual Report 1965/66, Midwestern State).
 

Yield (kg/ha) 
Treatment Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Early maize with 2170 1408 678 1116 699 751
 
fertilizer
 

without fertilizer 2024 1158 417 459 731 302
 

657 250
Late maize with 260 -396 a-f 

fertilizer 
62 .. rnwithout fertilizer 166 292 135 


In none of the years in these experiments with both early and 

late maize was the application of fertilizers profitable, i.e., the
 

price or profit for the increase in yields did not cover the costs of
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the fertilizers (Experiment Report 1964. Midwestern State). Another 

important aspect of the results is the reduction in yield with time 

even with the continuous application of fertilizers. This suggests
 

that the process of degradation had taken place quite rapidlty in 
thAR sOils.
 

Another set of fertilizer and mulching experiments was carried 

out for white yams which are not Just a "prestige" crop as inother 

areas studied but an econonic foodcrop grown extensively in the area. 

Optimum yield trials were conducted for white yams and cassava (optimum 

levels of mulch and fertilizers were applied). Yields for these crops 

did not-significantly drop off during the trial period (Table 16). 

Table 16. 	 Optimum yields for white yams and cassava (fresh weight
of tubers) (after Experiment Report 1964, Midwestern State). 

Yield (kg/ha) 
Year 1 2 3 

1. White yam 	 14,190 16,070 -.

2. Cassava (improved 21,070 25,600 24,,600 
variety) 

3. Cassava (local variety) 13,700 19,4o00 12,500 

In ongoing fallow and fertilizer trials currently being under

taken by the Federal Ministry of Agriculture at NIFOR four types of 

fallow vegetation were tried for their effect on soil regeneration.
 

The fallows were Acioa barteri, Pueraria phaseoloides, Panicum maximi 

and natural bush. After 3 years of fallow of the above vegetation, 
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2 years of early and late maize, and 1 year of cassava were cultivated. 

Fertilizing the faflows vs. the crops was also tried. There were no 

significant differences seen in yields depending on the kind of fallow 

or whether the fallow or the crop had been fertilized. Yields of 

approximately 3130 kg of dry grain per hectare of early maize and 

1560 kg/ha of late maize seemed to be the average for the fertilized 

plots. Sixteen to twenty ton3 of an improved variety of cassava were 

found on the fertilized plots (Kalamkhar, NIFOR, personal communication, 

1974). The soils for all of these plots are Alagba series. 

Previously, continuous cropping had been tried on this same 

site at NIFOR. The results were similar to those of the Research 

Branch of the State ministry. Levels of yields dropped off on both 

fertilized and unfertilized plots after about 2 years of continuous 

cropping and would not come back up to initial levels no matter how 

much fertilizer was applied. 

WE ABAK BENCHMARK STUDY AREA 

Setting 

Due to the recent past of the Nigerian civil war, this region 

had the greatest paucity of existing agronomic, soils and metero

logical information. However, the author was fortunate to find help 

from local agricultural officers who provided a great deal from their 

own personal experience. The area most studied was the area within 

a 10 km radius of the Obio-Akpa Model Farm, Abak. 

The climate of the region is humid semi-hot equatorial with one
 



Dr more months non-humid4but no dry mouth (Paladakls, ;95). Tne 

rtiny. season starts in late February and continues until late November 

(Fig. 6). During this period there is one continuous rainy season 

with no short dry period intervening. Although no continuous soil 

is assumed that the soil moisture controlmoisture data exist It 

section in any part would not be dry for 90 cumulative days; therefore 

the soils would fall in an udic soil moisture regime. 

The area is underlain by sandy clays of the coastal plain sands 

(Plio-Pleistocene) formation..
 

The topography of most of the area is typically undulating 

plateaus. 'Like the Benin-NIFOR site the area immediately surrounding 

the Obio-Akpa Model Farm is more dissected and rolling. 

Due to the high population density of the area, little of the
 

original vegetation of a superhumid rainforest can be seen because 

of the intensive cultivation and diminishing length of fallows in
 

the region. The'predominant vegetation consists of oil palms and 

bush fallaw composed mostly of Eupatorium odoratum, Acioa barteri, 

and Anthonotha macrophylla (Obi and Tuley, 1973). 

Soil pedons
 

.Two soil pedons at the Obio-Akpa ModelFarm Abak, were chosen 

for study. The'upland soil has the seris designation, Uyo. The 

series designation of theiotlAnd impirfectly' drained pedon is not 

known. 
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TWO, supplementary descriptions may be found in Appendix II. 

All data and descriptions are given in Appendix II. 

The Uyo series (Appendix II, no. 10) 

The predominant and most characteristic soil of the undulating: 

plateaus of the area is theUyo series. The soil is classified as 

an Oxic Paleudult, clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic family. The 

Uyo soils are morphologically similar to the Alagba and Legbako soils 

except that the colors are pale yellowish browns and the soils are 

highly leached due to the high rainfall of the area. Sandy clay, as 

in Alagba soils, usually occurs abruptly at 40 to 60 cm. The surface 

horizons range in texture fran sand to sandy loam. The color of the 

surface horizons ranges fran 7.5YR3/2 to 5ME/2, dark brown to dark 

reddish brown, depending on the amount of burning and cultivating 

which has taken place. 

The sandy clay layers or B horizons range in color from 7.5YR4/4 

or 7.5YR3/2, dark brown, for the upper layers which are darker and 

duller than the lower B material, probably due to a greater accumulation 

of organic matter. The lower B horizons are 5YR4/4 to 4/8, reddish 

brown to yellowish red. Another characteristic of the B horizons 

is that the material becomes more friable or looser with depth, even 

though the texture does not change. 

The upper 60 cm of most soils show signs of mixing, i.e., bits 

of charcoal fragnents or lumps of clayier material are found. This
 

to the local practice of deep ridging and mounding on
is probably due 

farms. 
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The pH: is Usually 4.5 to 4.8 atthe surface diminishing slightly 
bo' 43 in the argillic horizon. The CEC may range from 4 to 6 meq/loo g 

6f soil in the surface depending main3y on the amount of organic matter 

eet,.'-.The"lower horizons usually have 3 to 4 meq/lQQ g ofr soil. 

iie base .saturation may vary .in the surface horizons but is .usually 

0 2O%7n the Argillic horizon. 

The lowland pedon (Appendix II, no. 11) 

This pedon is characteristic of the lowland areas between the 

undulating plateaus, surface IV (see Appendix 31). Surface IV is 

filled with colluvium and alluvium carried down from surfaces I, 

II,and III. The soil is classified as an Aerie (Plinthic) Paleaquult, 

clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic family. The soil is morphologically 

similar to the Ganave and Atan series described for the douth Togo 

and Ikenne benchmark areas respectively. 

The soil is characterized by a sandy colluvial surface probably 

of recent deposition and is usually grayish brown, lOYRS/2 to 5/4. 

An abrupt transition follows to the argillic horizon ranging in texture 

from sandy clay loam to sandy clay. The argillic horizon has a grayish 

brown matrix, lOYR5/3 to 6/3, with distinct soft reddish brown mottles 

becoming bright red concretions with depth. The horizon becomes 

lighter gray with hues and chroma decreasing with depth. 

The range in chemical properties is approximately the sne as 

that described above for the Uyo series. 
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Miscellaneous soils 

Two other sites were selected for profile studies. Both soils 

were variations of the Uyo series. One was an er6ded phase of the 

Uyo soil (see Appendix II). Most of the sandy surface had probably 

,..eroded away due to the steep slope of the site. The second soil 

was characterized by a very black surface and unusually high quantities 

of exchangeable bases. The site must at one time have been a palm 

oil extraction "factory" where much refuse and burned kernals have 

enriched the soil. Although neither soil was typical for the region 

as a whole, both are representative of special conditions found
 

throughout the area. Descriptions and analytical data for these 

soils can be found in Appendix I. 

Soil characteristics affecting agronomic potential 

Both soils have many characteristics limiting their agronomic 

potential. Perhaps one may determine the use of each soil by its 

drainage characteristics. For example the lowland soil may be ideal 

for the production of swamp rice and the upland for cassava (Table 17). 

Climatic characteristics affecting agronomic potential. Abak benchmark 

area,
 

" The mean monthly temperatures are given in Appendix I. The range 

is the same for all other study areas and is not limiting. 

The quantity of rainfall during the growing season from late 



Table 17. Soil characteristics affecting agrocnanicpotential.
 
Abak benchmark area. 

Characteristic Uyo 	 owland 

1. 	 Limitations to Nore 'Bulk density increase 
rooting depth in mottled zone 

2. 	Texture sandy surface over sandy surface over
 
clayey subsoil clayey subsoil 

3. Surface soil slightly stable unstable
 
aggregate
 
stability
 

4. Permeability moderate slow at height of
 
rainy season
 

5. 	 Drainage class well-drained imperfectly drained 

6. 	Erosion problems severo microerosion severe microerosion
 
and mass movement of
 
surface sand down
slope, gully for
mation
 

LimitingA7. chemical 	 low CEC, low low CEC, low ezchangeable 
exchangeable K, K, low pH, large quanti
low pH, large ties of exchangeable 
quantities of AM 
exchangeable AHI
 

8. 	 Susceptibilityc very high very high 
to degradation 

aThis refers in particular to the tendency of crumb or subangular
 

blocky structure to break up to single-grain structure.
 

Microerosion is a phenomenon of particle separation, i.e., the
 

separation of sand from clay and organic matter.
 

CDegradation is a phenomenon associated with changes of surface
 

soil, ground cover, and decreased yields. Susceptibility is a
 
qualitative Judgment based on observed field conditions.
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February. O mid-Novem1Oero;snot a: limiting factor to the growth of 

crops. More' imnportant is'-,the, long range influence of high rainfall 

excessive leaching of nutrients in the soils of the area.
 

Indeed much work needs to bedone on the efficient application of
 

soluile fertilizers without excessive losses due to leaching and
 

iicrerosion. 

The potential evapotranspiration is significantly lower than
 

the level of rainfall'throughout the growing season, except for
 

February (Fig. 6). This is a good reason to recommend early March
 

as a safe planting datc for crops such as maize.
 

The level of maximum precipitations is significantly lower than
 

'all the other study areas (see Appendix I). One would not expect
 

Sexcessive erosion problems under,normal cultivation practices
 

(except for microerosion under poorly covered areas). Also a luxur

ious vegetative cover is another factor that must be taken into
 

consideration. In most places the soil is protected by a thick
 

undergrowth of vegyetation which does not completely dry out even
 

during thc dry season. Where this vegetative cover is not disturbed
 

or proper ridging of contours is practiced, there should be a minimum
 

tranuport of soil material even during heavy rainfalls. The author
 

has observed that roadways are protected from erosion in this area
 

(unlike the other areas) by vegetation which grows right up to the
 

edge of the pavement. Also streams of the area are virtually clear and
 

carry very slight loads of sediment.
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There are more than an ample number of raindays fram MLrc), tq 

November so that in moat years protracted dry spells in the..groving
 

season should not occs (see Appendix I).
 

This area has the lowest mean monthly radiation in:Langleys/dd, 

of the study areas. From March to November, the average monthly
 

radiation is 347 LAulgleys/day which is lower than some places .(AthenL, 

in temperate regions during their growinj veason.
 

Human factors affecting agronmic potential. Abak benchmark area, 

The demographic pressure at the Abak area is the highest of any 

of the study areas. Fallow periods are very short (1 to 2 years), 

"If there are any at all, except for chiefs or a few other rich 

tamers who have large land holdings and can afford longer fallows. 

Farm size is variable depending on the importance of the person 

in the village. Some chiefs may have 50 to 100 hectares'at their;

dsp.'". The average famer has approximately 1 to 1.5"hectares. 

The farms are usually divided Into mall plots scattered around'.the
 

village. 

Cassava 'stbe majog foodcrop of the area- rollilbed by maize, 

yams and various vegetables such as Telfarie, .,2 peppers, ochra, 

cocoyams and others.. When a farmer has a freshly fallowed field he 

may plant water yam (Dioscorea sativa), and/or white yam followed by 

maize, ochra, Telfaria, tomatoes and other. vegetables. 'Casava ''i' 

interplanted after the maize is harvested.
 



e ittle land and'insufficient 

or where the ite has ma'ny oil,pmsWhich are needed for oil produc

tion: thq;0 llvng-couuination maybeplate under the paljns: 

1., early maize, cocoya Yeand 

n.,enfarmer has fallow lengh 

vegetables interplanted with 

2. qas ava. alone. 

Kitchen gardens around living compounds have a, very inporta 

function In food production for the family. The major crops are 

usually vegetables such as tomatoes, peppers, Telfaria, garden egg 

(Solanum sp.), leafy greens (Amaranthus sp.), yams along with plantain 

(Musa paradisiaca), bananas (Musa paradisiaca sapietitum), pawpaw 

(Carica paRaya), and cit-rus (Citrus sp.). 

The traditional management system is shifting cultivation witb 

saome modifications. The modifications are due to two factors: 

1. the incentive to produce as much oil palm nuts as possible
 

for cash,
 

2. the scarcity of land and its subsequent low fertility due 

to short fallows. 

PBZecause of these competitive pressures foodcrops are usually planted 

o'h.oil palm sites. Cassava isby far predominant on these soils. 

The following cu:Ltural systems were observed in the area: 

1.. Maize with vegetables followed by cassava and fallow. This 

' Lpproaches most closely shifting cultivation practices of '.
 

ilash and burn during the dry season, early cultivation of
 

wiaze (February and March) followed by cassava (July thriou 



etber). 'After harvesting the field is.allowed to' revert 

ack to'faow for about 5 years. 

Maize; cassava and cocoyams under oil palm plantations. 

'During the dry season bush undergrowth is cut and burned and 

the tops of palms are trimmed to allow crops sufficient light,
 

Maize, vegetables and cocoyams (February and Mich) are then 

interpanted folldweby cassava (JULy thrgh Septer). 

The, cassava grows for one'or two:yearsi and hkvested as,'ieedeu. 
The oi-l" palm'can6py 'is peirmitted to ieestablish and the :cassava 

and weeds compete for sunlighit. 

Qassava Under oil palms'.- The .' same technique, of t ioming 

palms and burning as described ab'ove is' fOllowed.,'- '-C&oiava 

alone is planted and harvested 'as ,needed after 1 to .9 yeart 

of growth.' 

Yams in*fields or AcIoa parzerl rO.Uowea oy maLIMe VeCe-CU.LV5 9 

and cassava and finally fallow. Acioa trees 'are trimmed 

back to the stump and the trash burned. Yams are planted in 

heaps then interplanted with early maize and vegetables. 

Cassava is planted later (same time as above) and harvested 

as needed as the parcel slowly reverts back to fallow and the 

Acioa shrubs grow back. 

Kitchen gardens.,. Plots near houses which receive heavy 

doses of garbage, trash and manure are continuously cultivated
 

for yam-s, tomatoes, Telfaria, maize, plantains, pwpaw and,
 

bananas.
 



'Itwas observed that Bandy rface&txturee, high rainl. nl 

excessive leaching, and pulling fo.and' the pracice6 of ridin 	 i' 

Scmim 'depth of 50 cm leads' o rapid' iic r oer b sion and soil rdebra

dation on peasant farms. Exposed surfaces, especially under cassavat 

oten "shows separation of quartz sand fro 'darker areas of organic 

-matter and clay (microerosi on). At the same time these areas 're 

quickly overrun by bracken (Pteridim aguilinum) as the predominant 

weed. Bracken grows best on acid, leached, sandy soils. In the past 

thie growth of bracken indicated that a fallow was needed. Now there 

is insufficient land for long fallows. Cassava giving extremely low 

yields (down to2 tons/hectare) is seen growing in bracken quite often. 

Fertilizers are not generally used due to the difficulty of procure

ment' ahd the' low level of response. 

Yields under traditional management 

Major foodcrops were sampled and weighed on local farms. Most 

yields were low except for some samples of cassava (Table 18). 

Table 18. 	 Crop yields under traditional management (vegetables and 
tubers - fresh weight, grains - dry weight). Abak 
benchmark area.
 

Crop Yield (tons/hectare)
 

1. Maize (local) 	 0.5 
2. Cassavaa 	 3.0 to 10.0 
3. White yams 	 1.0 to 3.0 
4. Cocoyams 	 -1.5 
5. Tomatoes 	 1.0 
6. Cowpeas 0.1 

aSome tubers may have been two years, old. 
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Yilda vnder. experimental management 

'The information for this section was gathered from data from 

trials carried out by the Federal Department of Agricultural Research 

at Uyq, Southeast State.
 

.Cassava yields are adaquate. Maize and rice yields are low but 

characteristic of the region (Table 19). 

Table 19. Yields of foodcrops under experimental managemen. 
(vegetables and tubers - fresh weight, grains - dry weight). 
Abak benchmark area. 

Crop and variety Yield (kg/hectare)
 

l. Maize (local) 1,483 to 2,174 
"22. "Cassava (local) 7,000 to 15,o00 

. Upland rice (1R24) 3,849 

4. Upland rice (OS6) 1,936 
5. Lowland rice (OS6) 1,163 
6. Cowpeas 460 

FIEL EXPERIMENTS
 

Introduction
 

Field experiments to compare the yields of first season maize,
 

were conducted at the Institute for Agricultural Research and
 

Training (IART), Ikenne, Western State and Obio-Akpa Model Farm,
 

Abak, Southeast State, Nigeria. Field experiments on the yields of
 

,second season maize, soybeans (caycine soja ), an 1O.month od
 

cassavawere conducted aW Obio-Akpa Model Farm, Ab yon2. 
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Thesqexe4mentq were designed to:
 

1. 	 measure yields under specified soil and climatic conditions 

observe the extent to which certain local cultural 7ractice 

determine yield level,
 

3. 	 compare theIkenne yields of first season maize with those 

.,of the more humid higher rainfa.l area in Obio-Akpa, Abak, 

'. 	 show the importance of fallows to the regeneration of soil 

fertility, 

5. 	 determine whether improved management practices would be 

profitable to a local farmer. 

Maize, cassava, and soybeans were chosen as indicator crops. 

.The 	maize used was a variety developed at IITA, composite B. The 

causava was a local variety. The soybeans were variety Bossier. 

Sites
 

At the IART Farm in Ikenne, Western State, three different 

sites were selected to monitor differences between a well-drained 

cultivated soil ("cropped"), a well-drained soil fresh from bush 

fallow ("bush fallow"), and an imperfectly drained soil fresh fran 

fallow ("bush fallow"). They are: 

1. 	 an Alagba soil which had been continuously cultivated for 

the last 5 years ("cropped Alagba"), 

an Alagba soil which had been in bush fallow for at~ieas 

10 years ("Alagba bush fallow"), 



-anA.an soi± which had been in bush fallow ' at Aeast 

10 years ("Atan bush fallow"). 

At theObio-Akpa at Abak, hosen.Model Farm 	 4w4stes1were Both 

were Uyo soils:
 

i'an Uyo soil fresh fron fallow-tbe'soli had'beeW in4 fallow 

for at least 15 years ("Uyo 'bIsh fallow"). A dcscription of 

the soil is given in Appendi -II, no. 13, .Uyo series, highly 

saturated phase.
 

2. 	 an Uyo soil which had been cfltivated for at' least 5 years 

("cropped Uyo"). A description of the s-oil i' given in 

Appendix Ii, no. 10, tlyo series. 

Treatments 

The treatments were selected to monitor the effect of modern
 

cultivation practices, i.e., the use of fertilizers, versus local
 

cultivation practices, specifically the effects of burning or cleared
 

bush 	and mixed cropping.
 

Maize treatments (first and second season)
 

Maize
Treatment 1: "Traditional, burning, no fertilizer." 

was intercropped and managed according to local methods. 

In this treatment the farmer was provided with maize seed 

(IITA composite B) and told to plant it plus anything 

else he wished, as he would do in his own plots, and to use 

his own style of management concerning burning, planting and 

weeding. 
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Treatment 2: "Experimental, no burning, fertilizer (and 

iming,' first season only at Abak]." IITA'd caposite B
 

maize was planted; recommended spacing, fertilizer and
 

weeding practices were followed.
 

Treatment 3: "Experimental, burning, no fertilizer. 

Conposite B maize was spaced and weeded according to IITA 

recbmmended practices. The bush collected from the plot was 

burned on the plot before tilling and planting. 

Treatment 4: "Experimental, burning, fertilizer [and liming 

first season only at Abak]." The bush collected from the 

-plot-was burned on the plot before tilling. Composite B 

maize was spaced, fertilized, and weeded according to IITA 

recommendations. 

assava treatments (Abak only) 

Treatment 1: "Traditional, burning, no fertilizer." Cassava 

was intercropped with maize and in some caces other assorted 

crops such as ochra, peppers, tomatoes etc. and managed
 

according to local methods. A local variety of cassava was
 

used.
 

Treatment 2: "Experimental, no burning, fertilizer [and
 

liming, Abak only]." The same local variety was spaced,
 

wja&A^A. and fertilized according to IITA recamuended practices.
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.Soybean treatments" (Ahai OnLy) 

Treatment 1: "Experimental, burning, no .fer1t44er." 

The Bossier variety was spaced and weeded according to 

IITA recommended practices. Previous crop residue (first 

season maize) was burned on the plot before tilling and 

ilanting. 

Treatmenth t, "xperimetal, no burning, .eq't111zer." 

Variety Bossier was spaced, weeded andt.fertilized, according 

to IITA recommended practices. 

Treatment 3: "Experimental, burning, fertilizer." Variety 

-Bossier was spaced, weqded, and fertilized according to 

'IITA reoommended practices. Previous crop.-residue (first 

season maize) was burned on the plot before tijling and 

planting. 

Second season maize (Abak only) 

The treatments were the same as those for the first season 

maize described previously for Ikenne and Abak with the 

exceptions that there were no "traditional" treatments (local 

farmers do not plant second season maize) and there was no 

second application of lime. The plots of fertilized treat

ments of soybeans and second season maize were the same plots 

which had been fertilized for the first season maize treatments. 

Similarly, the burned plots were also the same plots on which 



.the original bush had been burned for the first seison i iize 

experiments, 

Experimental design 

Complete randbmized block desig With four replications !lateach 

site wAs used. 

Plot,.size. 

The dimensions were: 8 x 13 m (Abak, first season maize and 

cassava); 4 x 6.5 m (Abak, second season maize and soybeans); 3.75 x 

6 m (Ikenne, first season maize). 

Plot sizes were reduced for the Ikenne site to save time and
 

labor: the'8 x 11 m plots itAbak were difficult and time-coniuming 

to prepare.
 

Cropping
 

Maize, variety composite B of IITA, a local variety of cassava,
 

and Bossier soybeans were used. The maize was planted with a spacing
 

of 75 x 25 cm, giving a population of 53,200 plants/hectare. Three
 

seeds were planted per hill and thinned to one plant per hill after
 

LO days. Cassava cuttings were planted at a spacing of 75 x 90 cm.
 

3oybeans were planted at the see spacing as maize.
 

Weeding 

All plots were hand weeded twice, 3 to' I weeks and 6 to"7 weeks 

after planting for all crops. 



30e;et zer rates 

Maize and cassava were fertilized ,with120N, '00 60 .20 an 

500 CacO3 at Abivt only, in Kg/ha. N, as-urea, was applied as fO]loiwL 

1/3 N broadcast before planting, 2/3 N applied in bands 5 weeks 

after planting for maize and cassava. Soybeans at Abak were ferttized 

with 30 N, 30 P205, and 0 Y20. The total compliment of fertilizers 

-'
 for soybeans was broadcast before planting; the same was done for


maize a4tassava (broadcistibg) except for the ; iPiction 

described above. 

All. plots were cleared of stumps and bush, except for, the 

"traditional" treatment and tilled by hand with a short-han4ed 

hoe.
 

C.p soil samples were taken at each site to a depth of
.it 


c30,cm. atypical of the areaThe bush fallow UYO site is scuewhat 

As-Ahown by the high base saturation (Table 20). 

Results - first season maize 

The highest yields were found on the cropped Alagba site (old 

clearing) at Ikenne. Clearly, these results are not those expected 

%for this site. Several problens were involved which might explain
 

these results. Firstly, the gemination on the cropped site was
 

poor on acme of the plots; by the time the author inspected the site
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Table -. samples (0-30 M tnkf.t fenwAnlytical data for.soil 
,,experimental sites (Ikenne and Abak). 

Uyo Alagba-Aa
Soil ParTmeter bush Cropped bush Cropped bush 

fallow Uyo fallow Alagba fallow 

1. pH (H2) 	 5.5 4.3 6.o 5.5 6.0 

2. Organic C () 1.10 0.9 0.75 0.70 0.60 

3. CEO meqjloo g 4.14 2.55" 5M28 4's47 2x26 
,. of, soil 

+. Ca 3.09 0.0; 3.19 2.89 1,10 

5. Mg (NH4 OA 0.92 .17 1.81 1.15 0.67 
extractable
 
cations meqal00 g
soil) 

6. K 	 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.09" o31 

7. 	 Na 0.03 ,..,0.02 .04 .0o3 P.02
 

.. oA8. 0.06 0.07 0.09
04 0.02 


9.Fe 0 0 0 0 0
 

10. 	 Available P (pp). ,26.00 .6.25 4.25 2.50 2.50 

11. 	 TQtal acidity 0 1.181A o.o8 '.k 
(Al &H)8 .~ 

12. 	 Base saturation 100 26.2 98.4 94.6 96.4 

13. 	 Texture sandy sandy sandy sandy sandy 
loam loam loam loam -loam 

,(he had been busy at the Abak experimental site) it was too late to 

replant. 2 The yields for these underpopulated plots were corrected 

2As a result the remaining plants may have grown unusually well 

and, thus, increased the &ppearance of the overall yield. 
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air narveew, Time cepending on the amciat of grain harvested from the 

-rempinig maize plants. This may have given an exaggerate& yieldin 

some cases. Second3, when the author 'chose the sites-A ",parcel 

.continuously cropped for at leaat five years" vas asked for. It 

v s, later evealed that not only had thq parcel been continuously 

cropped forfive years but that large amounts of fertilizers had been 

applied there during the cropping. A residual effect ofl fertilizers 

eopeciallyP, may also help to explain the high yields at the oropped 

jite. It is the opinion of the 'author therefore that the results at 

he cropped site should not be taken as a valid representation of the 

eld level. ror first season aize at a cropped Alagba site (Table 21). 

rable 21.- Maize' yields (first seasoni) 'at flwnne on Alagba and
 
.,Atan soils.
 

Dry grain kg/ha 

Treatment 	 Cropped Bush fallow Bush fal3l 
Alagba Alagba Atan 

rraditional, burning no 1289 2055 i819 
fertilizer
 

Experimental, no burning, 4915 3285 88
 
fertilizer
 

Experimental, burning, 5854 3535, 320
 
no fertilizer -p.
 

Experimental, burning, 5566 4+088 4985 
fertilizer 

poorer 

than a. zne otners taoie ice). 

fields at the cropped ,Uyo (old clearing), sitewere disinct py 



Table 22. Maize yields (first season) at Abak on Wlo soils. 

Dry grain kg/ha 

Cropped Uyo Bush fallow Uyo 

Traditional, burning 199 1763 
no 'fertilizer 

Experimental, no burning, 1998 4486 
fertilizer, lime 

Experimental, burning,.no fertilizer 
6148 2592 

Experimental,' burning, 2380 4188 
j, fertilizer, .lime4 

The-liortn'e of fallows.and techniques of land preparation at 

'the Abak site. (Uyo soils)' clan.b'e seen in Fig. 9. Two important 

points are made. Firstl, 'in' il cases the fallowed sites produced 

significantly higher dry grain yields for all treatments. Fallows 

are very important to any farming system in this highly leached environ

ment. 

Secondly, given that the revenue for dry maize grain is $115.39/ 

ton at the local market and that the cost of land preparation for 

'experimental" treatments is $1500/hectare, the maximum difference 

between yields for the "traditional, burning; no fertilizer" treatment 

and any "experimental" tratment for tite "cropped" site (a difference 

of ?l8i.kg/ha) and:2' bush-faZo"- site (a difference of 2723 kg/ha)"doop 

.not give ePouhrevehue to offset the increased cost of land prepara

t'ion *n 'eitfier :siti for the "experimental" treatments (Fig. 9). 



kg/ha (dry grain) 
I8oo" 

KeVr" white - bush faflow site 

4200 ,,,,roissed - croppec1qte 

3600 

2000" 

3200 

6oo 

0 	 __ __ _ 
.	 Traditionalp Ehperimental . xperimental, Experimental, 

burning, no burning, no no burning, burning, fer
fertilizer fertilizer ie'rtilizer, tilizer, lime 

Fig. 9. 	 Contribution of fallow to dry ime grain yield (kg/ha)
 
(early aite) at Abak field experiment.
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Appro tel $5Oi labor,,a needed toclear completely one hectare 

,of land for av .,experimental" treatment, . e., the total r6491 

of all bush and oil palm, Stumps., Stumps were not removed for a 

"traditional" treatment, the -bush and oil p cut ks were bkand 

burned only. This labor cost Was calculated on the observation that 

were.....ed:
appijimtely 1000 manh'ou's at $1.50/hour, hand labor, 

to clear one hectare of all stumps. In ti fcase, local farmers 

appeaYrto have good economic easons for not wanting to cle away 

all the bush during land preparation.
 

Most yields increased with the application of fertilizers except 

for-,thep Alagba-, cases., Another, interpretation was. made concerning 

the ,econamic ,feasibility, of,local farmersapplying similar amounts 

ofjilertilizers-to theirs, parcels. 

Input costs of fertilizers and lime were calculated based on, 

prices ,paid,at IITA..... for, the harveasted crop were, cal-The returns 

culated assuming that dry maize grain sells in bulk. for $1,5.39/ton. 
This was the actual ,price paid to farmers at Shagamu, Western State 

(hear Ikenne). All calculations, were made for one hectare. The input 

'costs were higher for Abak due to the addition of lime which was not 

,necessary at .Ikenne (Table . 23). 

n-allcases at the Ikenne sites it would be more profitable 

to use improvedvarieties and planting methods but to burn,the cleared 

bush on _the;plot,-and, not: to.apply, fertilizers given existing,fertili

zer,€costs and, market prices, of, dry maize, grain (Table 2k).. 



~Eb~230. -,,c'ipe±'iuentfa input costs rer hect~ .atkee and4bAak~ 
for first season maize.
 

Fertilier Price per F0 kg P per hectare 
l+ .. i 1 , i.< o .. . 

.lmSing e superphosphate $ 1,003 
2.Mu;riate of tash _9. 2 18.48 

3., ,Urea 9.12 

qNal.cost - Ikenne , 173.50 

Total cost Abak $ 286.00-

4 ..i s.for*the traditional plots must also take into accoUnt 

re-r! .for other"fobdcrops sieh' as cissava-produced on .the same 

plot. There was insufficient time toharvest the ,these.cassava,.fr 

in order-f dd r- raers o-n orba to realime "aszimilar'r-Atan-soils 

or greater piofit the-usesithof-fertilizers than those not using 
feitilizers but burning only it 'would be necessary 'for the goverment 

1.+.. e .:.. Cs0'+:6:.i i;. ii k~iao 

to subsidize the total cost of fertiizersor fordry grain yields 

to increase approximately l500 kg/ha' with the sane fertilizer ;input. 

This is on2y one point on a production function and may notbe 

valid for other rates of fertilizer 'application, assiming that the 

price or fertilizers and dry maize'gratn ra ns constant, 

in thie case"' theAbak sites,6'ert!ilzer application at thel 

rates use iwoudconstitute'a loss on the cropped UyoIsite'4.Also
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Ta~i-.. Returns per hetae for-dry aze gran at the.I1enne
 
site for Alagb ,andAtan soils.
 

Market price Price of
 

Soil and treatment .. eld i)pu-,s
 

1 .CroppedAlagba:
 

Tx ditioflalp burninig, $18714 *-486 714 
o fertilizer 

EIperimental, no burningi 567.14 j173.50 395-64 
4fertilizer 


xPerimental, u.ruu,. 675.49 -- 675.49 

rio fertilizer 

642.26
Exberimental, burning, .. 173.50 68.76, 
fertilimer 

2. Bush fallow Alagba:
 

Traditional, .burning, 273.13 273.13
 
no fertilizer
 

Ecerimental, no burnin', 379.06 173.50 205.56 
fertilizer 

-- 1407. 91E)periental, burning, 47.0 
no fertilizer 

Ecperimental, burning, 506.33 173.50 332.83 
173.50 332.8
fertilizer'....506.33 


3.'Bush fallow Atan: 
Traditional, burning, 209.89 -- 209.89 
no fertilizer 

MEperimnental, no burning, 563,56 173.50 390.06 
fertilizer
 

417.71 -- 417,71ExPerimental, burnrng, 
.no fertilizer 

173.50 416.72Experimental, burning, 575.22 

fertilizer
 



on thOcWropped Uyo site the return on plots which were burned on€31•. 

the-profit is hardly: er.ough to be %n .ncentive to grow any aze at 

all. This was coifirmed by the fact that most farmers tin the Abak 

area did not grow maize (since most of their plots were intnsive3qy 

cultivated due to the high population pressure) orgr it. ,on3,jon 

compound plots near the dwellings where refuse was ,tnrown.- on tne busn 

raJow uyo size zne mosz proxizaDoLe zrea-nenx was again tas in xne 

Ikenne case) burning only and no fertilizer applications7(Tb~e 25). 

However, the ,profits in this case were, not as great -as thomefor-the 

Ikenne site. 

'For rarmets using fertilizers and lime on VYUyo,. soils 1to realize 

a :,greater profitlthan those burning only it would be necessary for the 

government to subsidize canletely the costs of these inputs for 

intensively cropped soils (which is the normal case here) or subsi

dize. approximately 40% of the inJputs on exceptional Soils- Such as bush 

fallow Uyo. Dry grain productionon fertilized'and limed land would 

have to increase by apprximately 2,500 kg/ha on cropped sites' or 

65014/ha one"iix tional sites such as bush fallow Uyo.* -.repre-This 

sentponly one point on a production functioi and ,may not be valid 

for other rates of fertilizer application assuming that 'te price 'of 

fertilizers and dry maize train remhins constant. 

Fallows are important to the regeneration of soil fertility 

even with the use of fertilizers. However, it mmy also be shown that 

Wlos in rae cases may be a lavish and wasteful use of and eending 

on the system of fallow regrneration which farmers choose or are forced 



rable, 25. , eturns per hectare for'dry maize grain at the Abak 

Market Pce ofinputs_Soil and treatment for yiel 
fi iel inputs 

1. Cropped Uyo: 

T itional, burning,
 
rio fertilizer 2 6V.
 

Experimental, no burning,-,,,,
 
fertilizer, lime 230.4.9 $ 286.00 - 55.51
 

Experimental, burning,7 
no fertilizer 74.72 74.72
 

Experimental, burning,
 
fertilizer, lime 274.63 286.O-37
 

2. Bush fallow Wlo: 

Traditional, burning,
 
203.43
no fertilizer 203.43 


Experimental, no burning,
 
fertilizer, lime 517.58 286.0 231.58 

Experimental, burning,
 
ao fertilizer 
 299.09 -- 299.09 

xperimental, burning, 
fertilizer, lime 483.20 286.00 197.20
 

to employ (Tables 26,and 27). The results at the Abak site for the
 

best .treatment, "experimental, burning, fertilizer and lime" on both 

"cropped" and 'bush fallow" sites were used (Table 22). Two rotation 

nodels were considered: 1) ear3ly maize monocropped on 100 hectares 

of fresh land with a rotation of 5 years production - 10 yrs. fallow 

5jyrs. of production. - lOyrs. of fallow - 5 yrs. of producton 

lOyr., of fallow - 5I.yrs. of production - 10 yrs. of fallow (for a 

total X.'60 yrs.),,Iwidth al of the 100 ha being used for each 5yr. 

production period, 2) early maize monocropped on 10 ha parcels of 100
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hectares of fresh land with 10 ha being farmedt.at (a time for one year 

h e eftto falo for-ten"yers.i 0ovr 60 years there"are 5 -one

year~periodi_'of ptroduction on 10 ha parcels and ' years of ,noiiiMuction 

for all of the 100 hectares. 

The folloawing assumptions are made: 1) at en< year -falow6Is €the 

opinum period of regeneration; 2) five yeae.of production is the

longest length of time for which these soils can be economical y cul

tiivated even with the use of fertilizers (five year periodswere used 
/' 

because this dats:was available from field experiments); 3) theiirst 

year of production after 10 years of fallow gives 4188 kg of dry 

iise',grain/ha;. 4) the second1through fifth years give 2380 kg of 

dr maize grain per hectare each year (Table 22)' (a graduAlly down

ward trend is probably more characteristic but sufficient-data is not 

available to extraDolate the trend); 5) optimum fertilizer applications 

are made. 

Model 1, the more intensive syste of cultivation of all the 

".nd for five-year periods followed by 10-yer fallows, is the most 

productive of the two stemsin ters of overall yiW'-of dry maize 

grain for the 60 year period (Table 20). 

Model 2, the less intensive system of cultivation," rescmbles 

sore close y the systelmof traditional shifting cultiatio where smaller 

parcelso land are lv d and higher priced crops ''Ouch smaize 

and ubite yaw are groiwn during rheeisyear afe ear igtebh 

&aIIw Iis -system''se=sx more lavisah anWAsrteful in tem ofthe 

http:farmedt.at


---
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Tablq2661 Aotal ki'eldfof dr aize-grain (first iseasocion3,y) -fori,,-

an intensive cultivation system on 100 hectares over a
 
t,-i-w 60 iyeari:period. 

Kg . dry maize "grain/ 6" ifi 

1. 	Yield first year of 418,800 
five year period o.""" "'- , " . -5Io 

2. 	Yield for years 2-5 x 238,000 - 952"000 
of five year period 

3. 	Total yield for one 1,370,800 
-5-year period
 

Totql yield for four 5,483,?oo
 
5-yeari ltivation
 
periods during 60 years
 

land resources available (Table 27). It is, however, more suited t( 

the 	technological resources of the local farmer and provides a har

vestable crop each year.
 

Table 27. 	Total yield of dry maize grain (first season only) for 
the less intensive cultivation system on 100 hectares ov 
a 60 year period. 

Kg dry maize grain/100 ha 

1. 	 Yield/l0 ha parcel 1,880 
per annum 

2. 	 Total yield for 55 2,303,tOO 
producing years of
 
60 total years from'.
10 ha parcels for
 
100 ha of land
 

ResultsJ- .assava trial. 

'Casoave,.-ves harvested~;6:t ,9nLY ' ca~jpaampjan~e 
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mosic 

a representative 7tLield for the region.L The icassava. Yields were 
higher on the cropped Uy ste than on he bush fallo site (Tble 

lkenne wase-too;diseased 5,bbacterial'wijlt and sl9a to' gi.e 

' 

Table 28.. Cassava yields (10 months old) at Abak on Uyo soils. 

Fresh tubers, 'kg/ha 
Treatment CroppeoCopdUyo Bush fallo .Uyro 

Traditional, burning, 17,170 '9,31f0 

no fertilizer 

Experimental, no burning,- 17308 1497 

fertilizer 

The results suggest tnat on tne croppea size tne application 

of fertilizers (the same level as applied to the maize plots))my 

be equal in effect to the burning of the cleared bush from the plot. 

,Results 7 second-season maize,,(Abakonly) 

Second season maize yields are always lw at all of the four 

benchmark areas 4and 'foir'this reason one rarely finds farmers growing 

this crop from July to November. Field trials were carried out at 

Obio-Akpa Model,'Farm'to test this generalization. The, yields were 

characteristically low and uneconcmical (Table 29). 

-Results.-second-season'.soybean-,trial (Abakonly)' 

Little data was available on the yields of such legumes as soybeans 

in the high rainfall area. Most farmers in 'th.. .r.o no1g.r.W'.a 

legume, crop' due to excepionafoi :'low!yields1 Giiren 'ith&"high 
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Table 29- +Yields -ofdry-.maizeli-grain: for the. gecond&grW i season 
at Abak on Uyo soils. 

Yield, kg/ha 
Treatment 'ropped Uyo Bush fallow Uyo 

Experimental, burning, 82 	 385
 

nofertilizer. 

Experimental, 'no burning,- 99 463 
ferti4zer 

Experimental, burning, 176 	 883
 

fertilizer 

..population density of the 	area most yields would probably resemble 

those' onrthe .cropped.Uyo site, Lthe bush ,fallow site produced yields 

In both cases no significant .response
significantly higher (Table	:30). 


Ibis was probably due in part to the lack
to',fertilizers was-noted. 


of potash application and the low level of exchangeable K in these
 

soils.,
 

Yields of dry soybean grain 	for the second growing season
Table 30. 

at Abak. 

Yield, kg/ha 

Treatment Cropped Uyo Bush fallow Uyo 

170 	 676biperimental, burning, 
no.fertilizer
 

Experimental, no burning, 119 722,
 

fertilizer
 

Experimental, burning, 14 610
 

fertilizer-:,,"
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iti 	 thild'eperiments' describedanlyis ofresults "bf al 

above-.could, have been inproved by, Aanalysis or variance between 

treatments nd' sites; 'however, all of,the 'raw data was not available 

in 'Ithaca to accomplish this.. Also 'the usefulness of the data could 

have been extended by an analysis of surface soil samples for each 

treatment at each site. There was not enouh!;time nor,were surface 

soil samples available for this purpose. 

UMM Ah D.\CONCWSION... 

A large area of soils extends along the coast of West Africa 

fr Ie. Tooto Calabar,Nigeria: formed.over arenaceous. sedimentary 

aent .'The,,rainfall, increasesmaterLials :'of Pli.OPleistocene agei: 

tfromwest toeast 'over this coastal formation yet thetemperature 

:regme remins constant.": ,Four benchmark areasowere selected, along 

this rainfall'gradient to characterize :the dominant soils '(Table 31) 

and relate these soil-climatic parameters to foodcrop production. 

Table"-31. ' 	 Classification :of the important !well-drained soils formed 
over Plio-Pleistocene coastal plain sands as a function 
of rainfall. 

Classification (USDA) 
Benchmark Area Annusl rain- Wet season Soil Taxono.r) of do

fall (mm) (no. of months), minant upland soils 

South Togo 900 4 to 5 Oxic PalIeustalf 

Ikenne '4 00 7 to 8. Oxic Paleustalf 

Benin-NIFOR 1850 8 Oxic Paleustalf to. 
ypic Paleuitult 

Abak 2600 9 1Tipic Paleudult 
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All major upland soils were found to have deep argillie horizons, 

although m.cropedological and thin-section studies should be undertaken 

to prove this definitively. Also, as expected, the argillic horizons 

of soils at the lower end of the rainfall gradient (South Togo, Ikenne 

and some Benin-NIFOR benchmark soils) showed a resaturation by bases, 

Ca in particular, of the exchange complex thus putting these soils 

into the USDA classification as Alfisols. Excessive leaching at the 

higher end of the rainfall gradient (Abak and some Benin-NIFOR soils) 

placed these soils into the USDA classification order of Ultisols. 

As expected, the agronomic potential of most of the Alfisols was 

greater than the Ultisols. 

To determine potential for foodorop production at each benchmark 

area, the following crops were studied: maize, cassava, and yams, 

in particular, with secondary emphasis on cocoyams, rice, groundnuts, 

cowpeas, pigeon peas, tomatoes and others. The typical production 

levels varied for most of these crops across the climosequence. 

Production at the same benchmark area varied depending on whether 

a traditional or experimental management system was followed and how 

long the soil had been under cultivation. 

First-season maize seems to be most suited to the medium rain

fall areas around Ikenne (Fig. 10). More maize is presently grown 

in the low rainfall areas such as South Togo and Ikenne than the 

higher rainfall areas such as Benin and Abak. This may be a rather 

recent development due to the high population pressures in Abak and 

the rapid leaching of soils there. 



- experimental 

00 

- traditional 

!..th Togo' Ikeim Benin 
(900 M) (1400 mm) (1850 mm) 

Benchmark Area and Ppt, 

Pig. 10. Yields of first season maize across the clhno
sequence., 

Abak 
(2606 mm) 



Cassava seems to be reasonably well adapted, at least under 

traditional methods of cultivation, throughout the climosequence 

(Fig. 11). Experimental varieties and management techniques seem 

to show the greatest advances in the wetter areas of the climosequence, 

Benin and Abak benchmark areas. 

Yams do not grow at the low rainfall area of South Togo (Fig. 12). 

At present, due to the low population density and sufficient fallow 

lengths, yams do particularly well in the Benin benchmark area. One 

would expect similar yields in Abak but short fallows are forcing 

yams to be replaced by cassava. 

Cowpeas and other legumes such as groundnuts, pigeon peas, and 

soybeans are better suited to the low rainfall end of the climose

quence (Fig. 13). 

The author observed a similar distribution of treecrops such as 

oil palms, kola, and rubber across the climosequence. Oil palms were 

better adapted to the high rainfall areas of Benin and Abak and 

actually competed with foodcrops for land in Abak. Kola was better 

suited to the medium rainfall area of Ikenne and competed for growing 

space with foodcrops there. Rubber was better suited to the high 

rainfall areas of Benin and Abak and it was not observed to compete 

directly with foodcrops in these areas. 

Abak and South Togo have the most limiting factors to foodcrop
 

production. The potential of the Benin area appears to be under

utilized (Table 32).
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.Fig. 12; Yields of white yams across the climosequence. 
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Fig. 13. Yields of cpeas across the climosequence. 
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Tablei32. 	 ,Majorl'imiting factors to foodcrop pron uc1on:,,a' 
Areas 

Tactoros,:
Fatrs South To 

Benchmrk areas.Ibei ~nn 
Ikee 1Den 

A , 

Insufficient rainfall-- " 

Poor rainfall distri- xx - -

bution 

-Increased sandiness of x. -

...'surface soils 

Highlyleached acid soils. - 'x xx 

Population "pressure xx- x xx 
(reduced fallows): 

Competitionwithcas' -. xx,cc 
tree crops, 

Key: - not a problem 
x moderate problem 
xx severe problem 

The loss of fertility with continuous cultivation'even with"the 

application of optimum levelsZof, fertilizers and the importance of 

sufficient lengths of bush fallow was demonstrated, particuW2*" 

by the field experiments conducted at-Abak benchmark area. It was not 

determined which soil.propieies are affected and- cause a decrease in 

.feriiity with continuous cultivation by the research done for this, 

thesis. One could not state with certainty which are the optium bush 

fallow lengths nor determine the most economic periods of continuous 

cultivation for ,,these soils. research over lon"'periods of 
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tiieiVne~ds O be done ;i .deterine ,optimiu fallow and cultivation 

irOtations. 

The results.-of the field. experiments at Ikenne and Abak demon

strafted that:there is, still, no. package of experimental management 

tehniques'which caniincrease the income of the local farmer of these 

soils above the tried and true traditional methods. In all cases, 

the buining of cleared bush was more economical than the application of 

filizers for.the production of maize. And there seems to be little 

hope at this point ,that •the price, of fertilizers wifl drop in the hear 

future. However, similar experiments should be carried out at lower 

rates of fertilizer application or different approaches to fertilizer 

technology studied. 

Two models of shifting cultivation were hypothesized for some of 

the results of field experiments undertaken at Abak benchmark site. 

Local famers seem to follow more closely the less intensive system 

of cultivation model for two reasons: 1) the system provides a 

dependable yearly source of income and 2) the system depends on the 

cultivation of small parcels suitable to the technology available to 

the famer. Yields over a long period of time were shown to be lower 

than yields from the more intensive system even though each system 

incorporated 10 year fallow periods. The less intensive system of 

cultivation seems to be more characteristic for the Benin-NIFOR 

benchmark area, emphasizing again the underutilization of available 

land in this area. The more intensive model seems to be more viable 

for large areas of open land which can cultivated mechanically and 

supervised by the goverment thus diminishing the necessity of a sigl 
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farmer to derive a yearly incoie'fro odneipirticularparcel. 


Bothmode 'of shifting cultivation break down in the presenceof,, arge
 

poplation pressures where 10 year fall periods are not at all possible.
 

More Study reeds to be doie on VhIsiproblem and viable models developed 

oporat i the'necessary- fallow into 
to determine the bes wa 

the cultivation system. 

Finally, it is important %0'phasizethe limits of adaption1 ,,,I, 

and yields of particular crops to any given soil-clmate ccmbinatio 

and the many human factors which lnr.Luence this adaptatior 
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Table 33. 	 Mean monthly climatologic&l figures - South. Togo (I60e) 
benchmark area. 

Mean
 
Mean Mean Monthly 
Monthly No. of Monthly Mean Global 
Rainfall raindays Heaviest T Monthly Radia-

Sm) .1mm) Daily Rain- 9T tion 
Month 10 yrs.) (Tseve) fall (m) yrs.) (um) (Iy/day) 

Jan. 17 1 60 26.8 10 412.7 

Feb. 37 2' 72 27.5 110 441.6 

March 80 4 56 27.9 130 465.2 

April 10 6 90 27.6 120 444.7 

May 15 9 15 26.9 120 433.0 

June 20 1 98 25.6 10 395.2 

July 51 6 74 24.6 100 365.6 

August 16 4 51 24.6 100 380.6 

Sept. 48 6 68 25.6 110 415.9 

Oct. 153 8 107 25.8 1o 45.2 

Nov. 21 4 56 26.7 120 454.5 

Dec. 6 1 48 26.9 120 420.7 
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Table 314,. Mea m.othJlimatoiogical rigures - Ikenne benchmark aea. 

Mean 

MonthlyMe an 
Monthly No. -,of Mean Mean Global 
Rainfall rifadays Heaviest Mbnthly mlthly Radia-

Motu1) ~ lm) Da2ily. Rain- Tdenp.LI tion 
yr.) 9 in) fll() (OC) ( Lyn(c/day) 

120Jain.. 12- 2 36 .. 

Feb. 22 2 63 -- 10 

March 8 57 -- 120 -

-- 120iAi l2 10 53 


May 15 .3 88- 120 '
 

June 254 19 70 "" ll0 ! "'
 

July -5" 193 -- 100
 

-- 100 -August 12- 114 122 

Sept. 165 17 65 -- 100 --

Oct. 168 15 -- noo0 

Nov. .50 5 72 -- 110 --

Dec. 10 1 20 .120 

http:Tdenp.LI


110. 

rable 35. Mean Monthly c1~mt~~clfgrs-Bnn~N'R
•bencmark area. 

Mean Mean 
.mean No.. of Monthly Monthly 
Mc intll1y IRAfidays T . Mean Global 

Month 

Rainfalln 
(u)(Benin

(22 yin.) city) 
Heaiest
Daily RPain-
fanl (un) 

/OJ
Benin 

City) 
Monthly
PET 
(m) 

Radiatibn 
(Lay/day) 

Jan, 11 1 69 26.4 110 395.6 

Feb. 25. 3 79 27.2 no 399-9 

March .7 66 27.5 120 4O0.6 

April 3,62( 12 74 27.5 120 426.5 

1W., 19 14 119 26.9 120 424.7 

June. 253, 19 94 25.6 100 363.1 

July 318 25 190 24. 100 325 3 

August 195 20 180 24.A 100 308.5 

Sept. 300 24 112 25.0 100 335.2 

Oct. 227 20 175 25.8 no 386.6 

Nov. 62 5 43 26.7 110 392.8 

Did~ 11- 2 '18) 260.1 120 401.6 
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Table 36. Mean monthly climatological figures - Abak benchmark area. 

Mean 

Mean Mean 
Monthly 
Global 

Monthly No. of Heaviest Monthly Mean Radia-

Month 

Rainfall 
(M) 
(17 yrs.) 

raindays
(>o.1 nU) 
(17 yrs.) 

Daily Rain-
f' (mm) 
(Uyo) 

Temp.
(°c) 
(Calabar) 

Monthly
Pr 
(im) 

tion 
Il/n) 
(Calabar) 

Jan. 41 3 13 25.8 110 368.1 

Feb. 64 5 15 26.9 110 377.2 

March 150 31 35 27.2 no 380.1 

April 208 13 32 26.7 110 399.9 

may 234 16 38 26.4 110 384.5 

June 328 20 64 25.8 100 320.7 

July 358 21 57 25.6 90 295.2 

August 394 23 56 25.0 90 297.4 

Sept. 388 25 70 25.3 100 330.8 

Oct. 284 21 89 25.8 100 359.6 

Nov. 132 10 40 26.4 110 356.2 

Dec. 28 3 36 25.8 110 378.4 
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Chemical methods for the determination of analytical data 

Particle size class 

Particle sizes were determined by the hydrometer method of
 

mechanical analysis after dispersing the soil particles with sodium
 

hexametaphosphate.
 

Two pH determinations were made: 1) 1:1 soil/water ratio,
 

2) 1:1 soil/lNKCI ratio. The pH's were then measured electrcmetri

cally.
 

Percent organic C
 

Organic C was determined by the Walkley-Black method. 

Percent total N
 

Total N was determined by the regular macro-Kjeldahl method.
 

Extractable cations (Ca, Mg, K, Na, Mn, Fe)
 

Cations were extracted with IN IH4OAc. K, Na, and Ca were then 

determined on a flame photometer. Mg and Mn were determined on an
 

atomic absorption spectrometer. Fe was determined colorimetricaLly
 

by the phenanthroline method.
 

Exchangeable acidity
 

Al and H were first extracted with IN Kcl then titrated with
 

0,05N NaCH using phenophthalein indicator.
 



Available Ph
 

MAailble P W860 determined by the Bray No. 1RMtOd.
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soil pedonsTopographic positions of the South Togo benchmark 

The Legbako and Kodjin series occur on undulatig plateaus' where 

I to 2%. In these and the .ollo;ing topothe slope is very slight, 

graphic position descriptions surface I represents the 
oldest most
 

an ancient 
stable surface, suiface II an intermediate surface, probabLy 

surface III the actively eroding surface andpediment of surface I, 


surface IV the depositional surface (Fig. 14).
 

Legbako
 
b"-u ne ........ Kodjin 

" Klekmze/ U
iurface I 

IsuraceII av u r f ac e surface I or III'- I' possibly surfacesurface II:s 

F surface IV Ta 

ositions of South Togo benchmark pedons.Fig. 14. Topographic 



S eoes t , egbako seies (profle no 1) 

Infrumstion on the site 

,1ITA (Intbernational 3hstitute of Tropical AgricltUre0) 

lab no. 102, 

Soil classification: Oxie Paleustalf (conceptually a re

saturated Oxic Pleustult) 

Faily: cl yey kaolinitics iuwypr~uex' 

madnation date: Janury 5, 1974 by T. R. Forbes 

Location: assion Tove, (Tsevie), TPg 

Landform: Almost flat mlteau 

Slope: 2%, 8-SE, flat 

Vegetation: Oil palas and grass regrowth after shifting 

cultivation 

Gnerl, information on the soil 

Parent material: Sandy clay surface sediment of the P2io-

Pleistocene coastal plain sands formation 

-Drainages We-drainad 

Moisture conditions: Soil dry dan to 60 to 70 cm. 

GrOunwter: none, no standing water in profile during 

ran season
 

Rock outcrops: none
 

Seelson nil
 



Geneal spet of ,the, soil 

Dark reddish brown sandy loam surface becoming dark red 

sandy clay with deptn. 

Profile description 

Horiz Depth (CM.) Morpholo 

Ap 0-12 Dark reddish brown (5R 3/4,, dry), dark reddish 
brown (2.5YR 2.5/4, moist); sandy loam; moderate 
coarse to medium crumb structure; very 
friable, soft, slightly plastic and non
sticky; many micro and very fine, discon
tinuous, random, inped pores and comnon, 
coarse, discontinuous, random, inped, tub

ular pores; many prominent medium and coarse, 

rounded and subrounded qu4rtz sand grains; 

termite burrows and channels; common fine and 

medium and a few coarse roots; clear, wavy 

boundary. 

A3 12-15 Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3, dry), dark reddish 

brown (2.5YR 2.5/4, moist); sandy clay loam; 
moderate medium to fine subangular blocky 
structure; non-sticky, slightly plastic, 
friable, slightly hard; many micro and very 
fine, discontinuous, random, inped and inter
stitial pores; ccmmon, medium and coarse, 
continuous, random, inped, tubular pores 
(seemed to be due to faunal activity); many 
rounded and subrounded medium and coarse 
quartz sand grains; common medium, coarse 

and fine roots; gradual, smooth boundary. 

B2t 50-165 Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4, moist); 
sandy clay; moderate, medium to fine sub

angular blocky structure; slightly sticky, 

plastic, friable; thin, broken, glossy 
cutans around and between many, medium 
rounded and subrounded quartz sand grains; 
many micro and very fine, discontinuous, 
random, inped, interstitial pores and a few 
coarse, continuous, random, inped, tubular 
pores (faunal activity); pottery fragment 
found at 89 cm.; a few medium and a very few 

coarse roots. 
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Remarks: During the first examination of these pedons in early
 

January (midile of the long dry season)"these soilsw'ere dry dwn 

to at least'60 to 70 cm. During a subsequent uariniatie6, in early 

April the soils were moist down to 30 to W c and quite dry below. 

to at least 100 cui. This situation was confirmed by deveralborings 

in-tue resmeczve areas.
 



Table 37. Pedon no. 1, Legbako series, analytical data. 

Horizon 
Parameter Ap A3 B2t B2t 

Depth (cm) 0-12 12-50 50-165 250-270 

Particle size class (%) 
clay . 13.2 24.o 44.o 47.2 

silt 9.0 6.0 4.0 5.8 

sand 77.8 70.0 52.0 47.0 

pH 

PH 

(20) 

(KCl) 

(1:1) 

(1:1) 

5.3 

4.4 

5.5 

4.6 

5.5 

4.5 

--

--

a 

a 

organic C 
Total N % 

o.4 
0.021 

o.4 
0.021 

0.35 
0.018 

0.23 
0.015 

Extractable cations 
meq/100 g of soil 

Ca 1.95 2.03 1.82 -a 

Mg
K 
Na 
Mn 

1.8o 
0.1.1 
o.16 
0.31 

1.46 
0.03 
o.16 
0.09 

1.92 
o.o4 
0.17 
0.02 

-
-

-
--

Fe 0 0 0 --

Exchangeable acidity 
meq/100 g. of soil 

Al 
H 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

--

CEC, sum of cations 4.13 2.77 3.97 

Base saturation, % 100 100 100 

andicates that no determination was made. 



were .axaLyzed:Three Legbako surface samples (0.;to 30, cm) 

.),Nondegraded, currently..under, oil palms4,h for at least ten 

years. 

2) Degraded 1,1culti~ed continuously for five years and., 

currently under cassava.
 

3) Degraded 2, currenty being "regenerated" by BDPA agronists. 

no. 2)
Soil pedon description, Kodjin series (profile 


Information on the site 

IIT& lab no. i14 

' Boil classification: Oxic Paleustaf (cora,,,of 

reiaturated Oxic Paleustult).
 

Family: clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthernic.
 

R.ForbesExazination date: January 4,1974 by T. 
Location:*• Kouve, (*lbgbo), Togo. 

Elevation: 90 m
 

Landform: Almost flat plateau.
 

Slope: A%, S-SE, flat.
 

Vegetation: Oil palms with Terminalia., regrowth after
 

. shifting cultivation. 

General information on the soil 

-Parent material: sandy clay o clay, sediments of the 

Plio-Pleistoceie coasta pli ;ar44.,fo~Mptiqp,, 

Drainage: Well-drained. 

Moisture conditions: Soil dry down to 60 to 70 cm. 
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Degida~ol'o ~aool 

Legbako soils have a tendency to beccue degirded°iihder intensive 

cultivation with insufficient or no faflows. 8everal 'surface samples 

from Legbako soils which were considered degraded or nondegraded by 

Togolese agricultural officers were analyzed by IITA in an effort to 

state of being "degraded"pinpoint characteristics "which define the 

or "nondegraded." The' data do not show major differences in properties 

thought to be important in degradation (Table 38). 

Tahlao R- Analvtfeal data for three Legbako surface soils (0 to 30 cm). 

Soil parameter Nondegraded Degraded I Degraded 2 

1. pH' 6.3 6.1 6.3 

2. .Organic carbon (%) 0.7 0.7 0.25 

3. CE meq/lO0 g of soil 14.67 5.75 2.58 

i.i C ( (NH4 OAc, Extractable 2.70 3.79 1.60Ca cations, meq/lO0 g
 
soil)
 

1.66 1.56 0.675. 149 
0.08 0.12 0.066. K 


7.' Na 0.14 0.18 0.13
 
n o.02 o.02 0.04
 

0 0 09.: Fe 
8.16AvO-Aailable P (PPM) 4.66 3.50 

U. 'otal, N(%) .008 0.07 0.04 
0.08 0.0812. Total Acidity (Alki) 0.'08 

13,. Base saturation () 98 98 

11.' Texture sandy loam sandy clay loamy sand 
loam 

97 
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Aroundvater: None, no standing water in pronle durng 

Roc), ,,outcrops;. None. 

rouion: r11ilg 

General aspect ofthe, soil, 

Dark reddish brown sandy -clay loam or sandy clay surface 

.becoming-a dark reddish bro.n or dusky: red clay with CepzU. 

Profile description 

Horizon Depth (cm.) Morphology 

- Dark reddish brown 
dark reddish brown 

(2.5Y/ 2.5/4, moist), 
(E 3/4, dry); sandy 

clay loam; moderate medium to very fine 
subangular blocky structure; non-sticky, 
slightly plastic, very friable, slightly 
hard with sane loose parts, dry; clay 
coatings seen on faunal pores; many very 
fine and fine, discontinuous, random, inped 
pores and comm, medium, discontinuous and 
continuous exped, interstitial and tubular 
pores; many rounded and subrounded, medium 
to coarse quartz sand grains; comni fine 
and medium and a few coarse roots; clear, 
wavy boundary. 

A3, 11- 4 Dusky red (10R 3/4, moist), dark reddish 
brown (2.5YR 3/4, dry); sandy clay; moderate 
coarse to medium subangular blocky structure, 
slightly sticky, plastic, friable, slightly 
hard to hard, dry; thick clay coatings in 
faunal pores; many very fine and fine, dis
continuous, random, inped, interstitial 
pores and some medium and coarse inped, 
tubular pores; many medium and coarse 
rounded and subrounded quartz sad grains; 
pottery fraguent (6-7 cm. long awd 2-3 cm. 
wide) found at 35 cm. depth; cam coarse 
and medium roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 



B2t 44-120 
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Dark reddish brinm (2i5YR 3/4, moist), dark.1 
red (2.5YR 3/6, dry); clay; moderate coarse 

sticky,to medium subangular blocky structure; 
thin patchyplastic, friable, hard, dry; 


cutans in upper part of horizon becomin,
 
and thick with depth; many verycontinuous 

fine and fine, continuous and discontinuous, 
inped, interstitial and tubular pores; a 

few medium and coarse, continuous, inped, 
tubular pores; large faunal voids approximately 

on medium and a few coarse roots.5x5x8 cm.; c 
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1~.bb 3. 2,Kod~n epe, Op 1061 data@
~donno. 

Ap' A3 B2t 

mr 12 20 4 
silt 11.8 8 5 
sand 76.2 72 50 

VH (H2o) (1:3.) 
VH(KC) (:1) 

5.3 
4.9 

9.7 
5.O 

51,55. 
4.6 

Organic C % 
otal N % 

0.7 
0.03 

0.55 
0.02 

0.095 
0.02 

Extractable cations 
ie./l0 g of soil 

Ca 2.89 2.10 2.00 
mg
K 

1.20 
.0.09 

1.00 
0.03 

1.46 
0.03 

Na o.36 o.3.4 0.14 
ma 0.01 0.01 0.0 

hbangeable acidity 

CW, sm of cations 1.35 3.28 3.71 

Base saturation, 5 100 9009 

alndicates no ime ablequantity. 
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Soil pedon description, Klekne series (profile no. 3) 

Information onthe site 

IITA lab no. 105. 

aSoil classification: Oxic Paleustaf (conceptually 

resaturated Oxic Paleustult). 

Famly: clayey, 3aolinitic, isoypertermic 

Rxunination date: January 3, 1974 by T. R. Forbes. 

Location: Mission Tove, (Tsevie), Togo. 

Elevation: 65 m.
 

Landform: Break of undulating plateau.
 

Slope: 3%, S-SE, gently sloping.
 

Vegetation: Grassy fallow of Digitaria and Imperata after 

shifting cultivation. 

General information on the soil 

Parent material: Sandy colluvium from plateau surface of 

the Plio-Pleistocene coastal plain sands formation. 

excessively well-drained.Drainage: Well-drained to somewhat 

cm.Moisture conditions: Soil dry down to 60 to 90 

in profile curingnoGroundwater: None, standing water 

rainy season.
 

Rock outcrops: None
 

Erosion: Nil.
 

General aspect of the soil
 

orDeep sandy to sandy clay profile changing from brown 

reddish brown surface to red below. 



Profile dene'4ntion 

Horizoq Derth (IL) Morphology 

Ap 0-16 Dark reddish brown (QR3/3 moist), 
reddish brown (5R 4/3, dry); Lo=r 

dark 
coarse 

sand; weak medium to very fine subangular 
blocky structure; non-sticky, non-plastic, 
very friable, soft, dry; many fine and medium, 
discontinuous, random, exped, interstitial 
pores; many rounded and subrounded coarse 
sand grains; abundant fine and canon medium 
and coarse roots; clear, wavy boundary. 

A3 16-50 	 Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3, moist), dark 
reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4g, dry); louW coarse 
sand; moderate medium to fine subangular 
blocky structure; non-sticky, non-plastic, 
very friable, slightly hard, dry; many fine 
to micro, discontinuous, random, inped, 
tubular pores; many rounded and subrounded 
medium to coarse quartz sand grains; mall 
ferruginous sandstone chips (1 to 2 cm. long) 
found occasionally; a few fine roots and a very 
few medium and coarse roots; gradual, wavy 
boundary. 

B21t 50-90 	 Dark reddish brown (2.SYR 3/4, moist and dry); 
sandy clay loam; moderate fine to medium sub
angular blocky structure; slightly sticky, non
plastic, friable, slightly hard, dry; thin, 
patchy clay bridges between rounded and 
subrounded quartz sand grains; many micro and 
very fine, discontinuous, random, inped, 
interstitial pores; a few medium and fine 
roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 

.... '90-190 Dark 	reddish brown (2. YR 3/4, moist); sandy 
clay; moderate medium to very fine subangular 
blocky structure; slightly sticky, non-plastic, 
friable, slightly hard, dry; very thin, patcb1 
clay bridges between rounded and subrounded 
quartz sand grains (less distinguishable than 
previous horizon); many micro and very fine, 
discontinuous, randca, inped, interstitial 
pores; very few medits and fine roots. 



Table 40. Pedon no. 3, Klekome series, anilyicalidata. 

.a.a.eer 2A3 ... B22t,-,........ B21t 


•D~t~h (am) 0.16 .5. 50..9 o0190 

Particle size class () 

clAY .1 1.2 24 31.2 
uilt< 6 3 2.8 3.8 
sand 83.2 85.8 73.2 

p(H 2 ) (1:1) 5.3 5.6 5.6 5.7 
pH (fie) (1:1) 4.7 4.8 4.8 -3,8 

Organic C % 0.6 0.53 1.08 0.5 
Total N 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 

Extractable cations 
meq/lO0 g of soil 

Ca 2.56 1.00 1.29 0.92 
Mg 1.35 0.82 1.02 0.70 
K 0.06 o.04 0.03 0.03 
Na 0.13 0.14 0.12 0.13 
Mn 0.02 o.o4 0.01 o.04 

Exchangeable acidity 

meq/l00 g of soil 

Al0 a 0 0 0 
H 0 0 0 0.56 

CEX, sum of'cations 4.12 2.04 2.47 2.38 

Base saturation, % 100 100 100 76 

ao indicates no measurable quantity. 
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Degradation of nlemine , iz 

Ath~~kI)a ls aare'theoretica1l y very susceptl ible to---, 

degradation, the following, anal3tical data (Table 41) do not, show 

antdifferences 4:Ln properties thought to be important in degradation. 

Table 41. Analytical data for two Xlekcme surface soils (0 to 30 c. ) 

Soil parmeter, Degraded Nonegraed 

1. t( 2 0) -6.14 6.3. 
2. OkrWc ( ) 0.5 0.35 

3. CE eq00S o#,f Soil 3.142 2.94 

4. Cao. 2.20 1.80 

5. 14 0.89 0.82 

6. K 0.07 0.0
 

7.,N 0.15 0.15
 

8. 0.03 o 

9. Fe0 0 
1.0. vailable P: (wm) 3.50 4.66 

11. Total N 0.05 o.o4 

12. Total acidity (A3.& R) 0.08 6.68 

13. Base saturation () 98 98
 

114. 'Texture lowmy sand loea sand 
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Soil pedon description, Ganave series (profile no. 4) 

Information on the site 

IITA lab no. kno cnemica- anaLyses maae). 

Soil classification: (Plinthic) Oxic Paleustalf (estimated) 

(concettuallv this is a resaturated Oxic Paleustult).
 

Family: clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic (estimated).
 

iamnation 'date: November 21, 1974 by T.R. Forbes.
 

Location Ganave, Togo.
 

naevation: o) m.
 

taindforni Almost flat plateau with slightly concave de

pressions 100 m in diameter. 

slope: A, S-SE, flat. 

,vegetation: Grass regrowth, .tperata cylindrica, after 

shifting cultivation. 

jeneral information on the soil
 

Parent material: sandy colluvium of Plio-Pleistocene 

coastal plain sands formation.
 

Drainage: Imperfectly drained. 

Moisture conditions: Slightly moist (except Ap horizon) 

but drying out rapidly at time of examination. 

Groundwater: None, but most likely within one meter of the 

surface at some time during the year. 

Rockoutcrops: None. 
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General aspect of the soil 

Deep grayish and brown sandy to sAndycl:pay .pr le'ith 

bright red. concretions increasing with depth 

k'FrOlILe a@Sr3.1DOnl 

Horzon- Deith (ci) Mrpno-ogy 

Ap 0-29 'Grayish brown (lamR 5/2, dry) with a few, fine, 
distinct., sharp brownish mottles; medium to. 
fine sand; very. weak fine to coarse subangular 
blocky structure; very friable, non-plastic, 
non-sticky, soft, dry; many fine and very fine, 
discontinuous, random, inped interstitial pores; 
many rounded and subrounded bleached white 
quartz sand grains; common medium and fine 
roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 

A2 29-47 Brofn (lOYR 5/3, moist) with common, fine, 
distinct, sharp brownish mottles; loany medium 
sand; very weak fine to coarse subangular 

...blocky structure; very friable, non-sticky,, 
non-plastic; many fine and very fine, discontin
uous, random, inped, interstitial pores; com
mon, medium, discontinuous, random, inped 
tubular pores; many rounded and subrounded 
bleached white quartz sand grains; common 
medium and coarse roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 

B21t 47-80 	 Brown .(10YR 5/3, moist) with many medium and 
coarse, distinct, sharp, strong brown (7.SYR 
5/6) mottles forming particularly in pores or 
larger voids (up to 2 to 3 cm. in diameter, 
mottles tend to be slightly harder than matrix 
when dry); sandy clay loam; moderate medium 
to coarse subangular blocky structure; friable, 
non-sticky, slightly plastic, slightly hard, 
dry; thin patchy cutans between rounded and 
subrounded quartz sand grains thickening in some 
pores; many very fine and fine, discontinuous, 
random, inped, interstitial pores and coon, 
medium and a few coarse, discontinuous, random, 
inped, tubular pores many faunal voids (0,5 
to 3 cm. in diameter) which seem to have been 
made by ants; some mL-1 and a few fine roots; 
gradual, wavy boundary. 

mailto:a@Sr3.1DOnl


IIB22t "80120' 


IJB23t 120-170 


Lit yellokish brown (10T46/i, moist)'with 
many coarse, distinct, diffuse, reddish yellow 

(M 6/6) mottles, a few fine and medium
 
strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) mottles, and common
 
(15%) coarse, prominent, sharp red (2.5YR
 
/6) concretions (20% discontinuous plinthite),
 

gravelly sandy clay; strong medium to very
 
coarse subangular' blocky structure; firm, 
nonsticky, plastic; thin broken cutans between
 
rounded and subrounded quartz sand grains;
 
many fine and very fine, discontinuous, random,
 
inped, interstitial pores; many medium and
 
common coarse, discontinuous, random, inped,
 
tubular pores; several faunal voids 3 to 7 bm.
 
in diameter; a few medium roots; gradual,
 
wavy boundary.
 

Very pale brown (10YR 7/3, moist) with many 
coarse, distinct, diffuse reddish yellow 
(5YR 6/6) mottles becoming prominent, sharp 
red (2.5YR 4/6) soft concretions and a few, 
fine and medium strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) 
mottles (20% discontinuous plinthite); 
sandy clay; moderate medium to coarse sub
angular blocky structure; friable, non-sticky, 
plastic; thin broken cutans between rounded 
and subrounded quartz sand grains becoming 
thicker in pores; many fine and very fine, 
discontinuous, random, inped, interstitial 
pores and many medium and common, coarse,
 
discontinuous, random, inped, tubular pores;
 
a few faunal voids 5 to 7 cm. in diameter; 
a few medium and fine roots. 
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.......ph, positions ]of the Ikenne benchmark soilpedons 

,All ,three Dedons., Alagba, .Oode and"Atan, occur on undulating 

plateauewhere the,slopeis .very slight (1:to 2b). Alagba s0115 

are, foun othe oldest and most stable surface, surface I. Owde 

anCAtin, soils are. formed on" surface, II, a' pediment -formed -from 
materils of actively erodig surface IU and surface I. A layer of 

irostnegravel n ergnu adtn in exposed on surface III 

(Fig. 15). The expoure of this layeras-(ug to erosion and re

working of younger overlying materials during or shortly after 

Allagba 

' ironstone 

gravelsOwode 
I g Atan

"s :urface .I, 
I I 

I surface II 
S1oI 

I I 

Fig. 15. Toporphic positions of Ikenne benchiark pedons. 
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Soil pedon description, Alagba series (profile no. 5) 

Information on the site 

IITA lab no. 80 

Soil classification: Oxic Paleustalf (conceptually a 

resaturated Oxic Paleustult). 

Family: clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic. 

Ecamination date: July 12, 1973 by F. R. Moormann and 

P. le Mare. 

Location: Ikenne IART Station, Western State, Nigeria.
 

Elevation: 55 rd.
 

Landform: Gently undulating plateau.
 

Slope: 4%, SW, flat.
 

Vegetation: Dense regrowth of Eapatorium odoratum, after
 

clean clearing and several years of cultivation. 

General information on the soil 

Parent material: Deeply weathered clayey sediments, uniform 

in lithology and texture to a depth of at least 4 meters. 

Drainage: Well-drained. 

Moisture conditions: Moist throughout.
 

Groundwater: None at any time of the year to profile depth.
 

Biological activity: Worm casts at the surface; subterranean
 

termite chambers, up to 15 cm. in several places in the 

profile. 

Hman activities: Pieces of pottery scattered throughout 

upper 50 cm. 



l1k4. 

General aspect of the soil 
XMI 

Deep, red clayey soil with sandy surface soil up to 30 an, 

Profile description
 

Horizon Depth (cm.) Morphology 

Ap 0-13 Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3, moist); sandy 
loam; moderate fine crumb structure; very 
friable, slightly sticky, non-plastic; many 
fine and medium interstitial pores; comn fine 
tubular random pores; many fine and medium 
roots; gradual, smooth boundary. 

A3 13-30 Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3, moist); sandy 
loam; weak medium subangular blocky structure; 
very friable, slightly sticky, non-plastic; 
common fine and medium interstitial pores and 
many fine tubular random, inped pores and 
some medium, tubular pores; some larger voids; 
many fine and common medium roots; gradual, 
smooth boundary. 

BI ;O-45 Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4, moist); sandy 
clay loam; weak to moderate fine subangular 
blocky structure; friable, slightly sticky, 
slightly plastic; thin patchy cutans on some 
ped surfaces, clear clay movement in larger 
pores; many fine, common medium, random, 
tubular, inped pores; common fine, some 
medium roots; gradual, smooth boundary. 

B21t 145-105 Dark red (2.5YR 3/6, moist); sandy clay, moderate 
fine subangular blocky structure; firm, 
slightly sticky, plastic; broken thin cutans 
on most peds, more distinct in pores; many 
fine, tubular, random, inped pores; some 
larger voids and channels; common fine roots, 
diminishing with depth, some medium roots; 
diffuse, smooth boundary. 

B22t 105-150 Dark red (2.5YR 3/6, moist); sandy clay; mod
erate fine subangular blocky structure; firm, 
slightly sticky, plastic; broken thin cutans, 
locally moderately thick; very distinct clay 
movement in pores; common fine, tubular, random, 
inped pores, fewer than in previous horizon 
and gradually diminishing; some faunal channels; 
fpw f~np roots. 
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Visible sand grains throughout the-profile are V~a ,cqcmn23yRemarks:, 

Tble 42. Pedon no. 5.Alagba series (Ikenne), anrtical 'da 

Horizon
 
B21t B22t
Parameter Ap A3 B1 


30-45 45-105 105-150
Depth (cm) 0-13" 13-30 


'--ticle size class ()
 a
13 15.6 .30.6 44.6 -

clay 

silt "14.6 4.2 4.2 2.2 

80.2 65.2 53.2 -sand 72A, 


yH .(H 6.1 5.6 5.0 5.1 5.1 
20) (1:1) 


4.3 5.0
VR%(KCl) (1:1) .. 6 5.0 4.3 


0.7 o.44 0.3 0M22

Organic C% 1.56 

0.05 0.05 0.03
Total N % 2.16 O.06 

Extractable cations
 
meq/100 g of soil
 

1.87
Ca 5.36 1.82 1.42 1.60 

0.57 0.49
2.89 0.72 0.68
Mg 
 o.04 0.06
0.25 0.04 0.03K 

O.16 0.14 0.13 0.13 o.13Na 
Ma o.16 0.10 0.09 0.05 0.03
 

o 0 0 0

Fe 


Exchangeable acidity
 
meq/l00 g of soil
 

0 01 0.18 0.15 --
Al 
0.22 0.08 0.3 0.3H 


CEC, sum of cations 9.04 2.90 2.83 2.84 


Base saturation, % 98 97 75 84 

5.9 1.6 0.4 0.4 0.4
P (Bray) ppn 


a-- indicates that no determination was made.
 

bo indicates no measurable quantity.
 



oerdtos n.6tlor'Aldab o 
The effects of deriion are slight3 .more notieablenthese 

results' than theprevious ones made for SoUth Togo soils prcbably 

because the process is a it' faster 'in Ikenne'due to'greater ' leaching. 

Ofiinterest is the increase in total acidity and decreaseinbase 

= o
:?saturation for the intensiv43y. cunx1vated sois L 	De 'i;s. 

Table 43. AnaLytical data for;three Alagba surrace soisJu kv Tou wn,. 

Soil parameter .. . Nondegraded Degraded 1 Degraded 2 

pH (H20) 6.-1 5.2 -5.2
 
'2.' Organic C () 0.70 0.50 0 65
 

3.CEO meq/3.Q0 g 6f 51i. 2.16 3.,15
 
2.40 0.99 1.14o4. Ca 


5.Mg o0.82 0. 0.59
 

6. 	 K 0.05 m.6 0.08
 

Na 01,4 0.23 o13
 

81. 	 ma 0.06 0.07 0.08
 
0
r.e 	 0 0 

10. 	 Available P (Ppn) 6.99 5.39 3.39 

11. Total N (.) 0.08 	 o0O 0.08 

12. 	 Total acidity (meq) (Al & H) 0.08 0.40 0.88 
82 72,"13. Base saturation () 98 

i4. Texture sand l.3sand sandy loam 

http:meq/3.Q0
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Soil pedon description. Owode series (profile no. 6) 

Information on the site 

IITA lab nob. 69. 

Soil classification: Oxic Haplustalf (conceptually a 

resaturated Oxic Haplustult). 

Family: clarey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic. 

Examination data: May 31, 1973 by F. R. Moormann and G. 

Murdoch.
 

Location: Ikenne IART Station, Western State, Nigeria.
 

Elevation: 29 m.
 

Landform: Gently undulating plateau, profile is situated
 

on weakly pronounced rise. 

Slope: 1%, W, flat. 

Vegetation: Dense regrowth of Eupatorim odoratum and 

some shrubs after two years of monoculture of maize on 

completely cleared land. 

General information on the soil 

Parent material: Sandy colluvim over clayey sediments of 

Tertiar.r or Secondary age containing a few weathered 

ferruginous sandstones at 50 to 70 cm. 

Drainage: Well-drained.
 

Moisture conditions: Moist throughout.
 

Groundwater: No groundwater at time of examination,
 

temporary groundwater in deeper mottled horizons during or
 

immediately after peak of rainy season.
 

Human influence: Surface soil shows effect of mechanical
 

plowing.
 



Deep reddish, clayey profile with-br ish sandy surface 

layers and strongly mottled, lighter textured subsoll. 

Profile description 

Horizon Depth (cm.) Morphology 

Ap 0-15/20 

A2 15/20-55 

B21t 55-90 

B22t 90-120 

Very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2, moist);
Bandy loam; weak fine crumb structure; non
sticky, non-plastic, very friable; many fine 
tubular and interstitial pores; a few faunal 
voids; charcoal fragnents; local mixing with 
underlying horizon; many fine and a few 
medium roots; clear, wavy boundary.
 

Brown (loyR 4/3, moist); faintly mottled in 
lower part; sandy loam; weak fine and medium 
subangular blocky structure; very friable; 
many fine and comnon tubular, randmn, inped 
pores; some charcoal fragments; common fine 
roots diminishing with depth; clear smooth 
boundary. 

Reddish brown (5TR 4/4, moist) with comon 
fine faint and a few fine distinct reddish 
mottles; sandy clay loam; moderate fine sub
angular blocky structure; firm; thin broken 
cutans around most peds, moderately thick on 
ped surfaces and pores; humus infiltration 
along vertical ped surfaces with a chroma of 
1 lower than matrix; many fine, cmon medium 
tubular, random, inped pores; some faunal 
voids; common fine, few medium roots; gradual, 
smooth boundary. 

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6, moist) with comuon, 
medium and coarse, distinct, clear, reddish 
(2.5YR 3/6 and 4/6) and yellow mottles: sandy 
clay loam; moderate, fine and medium subangular
blocky structure; firm; broken thin cutans on 
most peds, thicker on some vertical peds, 
local clay-humus infiltration along vertical 
peds and root channels diminishing with depth; 
comnon fine, few medium and coarse, tubular, 
random, inped pores; common fine roots; gradual, 
smooth boundary. 
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33 2o;-175 Yellowish red (SYR 5/5, moist) strongly mottled 
with mny medium and same coarse, prainent, 
clear, red (2.5YR 4/6) to reddish yellow 
(7.sMYR 6/6) mottles; sandy clay looa; moderate 
fine and medium subangular blocky structure; 
firm; broken thin cutans on peds and in pores 
diminishing with depth; some clay-humus infil
tration along larger root channels; common 
fine, random, tubulir pores; Fe/k nodules 
rounded, mediun hard to hard, less than 9% 
in weight; few fine roots; diffuse, smooth 
boundary. 

C 175-190 Light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/4, moist) matrix 
with light gray (IOYR 7/2) spots and tongues, 
with many medin, prominent, clear, red (2.5YR 
4/6) to reddish yellow (7.5YW 5/6) mottles; sandy 
clay loam; moderate fine subangular blocky 
structure; firm; thin patchy cutans mainly in 
redder area and pores; cmon fine tubular, ran
dan pores; few, hard Fe/n nodules; very few 
fine roots. 

(F. R. Moorman, 193) 

Remarks: The bulk density increases in the area of the mottled zone.
 

The following are the means of bulk density and porosity values cal

culated for the Owode profile (Table 44). Five samples for each 

determination were used.
 

Table 44. Average bulk density and porosity values for Owode profile.
 

Depth (cm) Bulk density (g/cc) Percent pore space
 

10 1.31 51 

30 1.45 45 

60 1.56 41 
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rable 45 Pedon no. 6, Ovede series, anal tical data.
 

Horizon 
B22t B3 a?ameter Ap A2 B21t 

0-25 15-55 55-90 90-120 120-175 175-190Depth (cm) 

Particle size class 

clay 2 10.7 32.6 33 24.8 31.7 
milt 11. l4.3 9.8 12.6 2.0 13.3 

71.2 75 58.2 54.14 73.2 55sand 

6.9 6.5 6.6 5.2 5.0I (20)o (1::) 7.7(IMI) (az) "742. 661 54 5'7 4o3 4,o 

orgaic a o, 57 0.20 0.23 0.23 0.17 0.07 
.04 0,03 0.03 0.03 0.03 o.02TOt1r % 

Etractable cationa 
ieq/lOo g of soil 

Ca 8.98 1.73 3.49 2.60 1.58 1.39 
0.63 0.23 0. 1.55 0.98 0.79mg 
0.1.2 0.16 0.12 0.60 0.96 1.13 
0.18 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.3.1ia 
0.09 o.o2 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 

hohageable acidity 

01 . 0.01 ..O29 o.64Al 0 0 
0 0 0,23 0.20H 0 0 

00 m atio. ;,2 $.89 g4.o 4.3of 10,. ,4.oo 

hue mta~bltio % .0 100 100 100 JR, 80 

P ("rq) p 42,9 17.3 0.8 066 O .4 2.14 

SO indicates no eamu le qaty 



soil.pedofl desoriptiont, Atan series (nroffie no., ) 

Information on the site 

ITAab no. 79. 

Soil. olasnification: Plinthio leleustult. 

raiily: clayey, kaolinitio,' isoaiyperthezzio. 

Miaimnation dates June Up, 1973 by F. R. Mhorwann. 

iLoation: VAM Station, Ikenne, Western State, Nigeria. 

mlevtion: 26 a. 

Ladforms Almost flat, wide valley. 

Slope: Less than I%#'5, flat. 

Vegetation: Regrowth of Euvatorium odoratus on o=leteldy 

cleared land, used in previous years for sugar cane pro

duction. Neafby young rubber plantation, poor growth of 

rubber. 

jensrua infCcoation on the soil 

Parent material: P1lo-Pleistooene coastal sedixents, the 

lot 1N a increasing mounts of total S with depth indi

cate that the coastal sediments mue have mangrov sulfate 

soils at one time.
 

Drainage: 3xperfectly drained.
 

OoAvater: No groundwater during most of the ye ;
 

tnporary vatertable during height of the raV season at 

qo it 2. a or deeper. 

Nooral aspect of the soil 

3rownish sndy surface soil over increasingly MottW.ed 

sla4ih ssoil vith plinthite. 

http:MottW.ed


Hor6ii5.on Depth (cm)
 

ApI 0-20 


A2 FQ-38 

B1 38-61 

B2t 61-93 

B3 93-160 

Dark gryish brown (3OYh 4/2, moist); sany 
loan; weak fine crumb structure at surface, 
structureless single grain below; very friable; 

€ca fine interstitial pores in upper part, 
common fine, random tubular pores below; many 
fine, comnon medium roots; clear, wavy boundary. 

Brown (IOYR 5/3, moist); sandy loam; weak fine 
subangular blvcky structure; very friable, non
iticky, nn-plastic; many fine, common medium
 
random, inped tubular pores; napy fine, a few
 
aedium roots; clear, wavy boundary.
 

with ccamon fine andBrown (7.5YR 5/4, moist) 
medium faint mottles, somewhat redder than matrix 
and becoming more distinct with depth; sandy clay 

loam; moderate fine subangular blocky structure; 

firm, slightly sticky, slightly plastic; patchy
 

thin cutans on many peds, more distinct in larger
 
pores and root channels, clay-humus infiltration
 
along old root or termite channels; many fine,
 

camon medium, few large randa, tubular, inped
 
cm in diameter;
pores; common faunal voids up to 2 

many fine, few medium roots; clear, wavy boundary. 

Brown (10YR 5/3, moist), mottled with many fine 
and medium, prominent, sharp red (2.5YR 4/6) 
mottles (20% discontinuous plinthite); sandy 
clay loam; moderate fine subangular blocky 
structure; firm, slightly sticky, slightly plastic; 

thin patchy cutans, more distinct in pores;
 
clay-humus infiltration along old root channels or
 

termite channels; many fine, few medium roots;
 
gradual, wavy boundary. 

Light brownish gray (10YR 6/2, moist) matrix 
passing to gray (I0YR 6/4, moist) with depta, 
many (20%) medium and coarse, prominent, sharp, 

red (2.5YR 3/6) mottles with browner fringes which 
'harden upon alternate wetting and drying (pUn
thite); slightly gravelly sandy clay; weak, 
medium subangular blocky structure; firm, slightly 
sticky, slightly plastic; thin patchy cutans on 
some peds, more distinct in pores and root channels, 
some clay-humus infiltration along old root or
 

termite channels; camon fine random tubular
 
inped pores diminishing with depth; moderately
 
hard Fe nodules within red mottles, approximately 
10%by weight, mostly less than 1.5 cm in diemeter; 
camon fine roots diminishing with depth. 

http:Hor6ii5.on


Remrks: The "azonai" occurance of this Ultisol In an area dowimted 

Teby~lfisolxssdue.to,:theorgnaMntrofheaetrck 

clay in the subsoil has developed from Writes clays and halse, 
asindicated by the 'inoreasine S content with depth. As in other 

tertiary formations (e.g., Bende clay, Eocene), the soil material has 

some characteristics of an acid sulfate soil. (F. R.M~oorman, 1973). 



Table 46. Pedon no. 7, Atan series, anaica data.
 

Horizon. 

Depth (C) 0-20 20-38 38-61 61-90 90-18( 

Particle size class (%) 

clay 8.6 7.2 25.2 29.2 27.2 
silt 18.2 16.6 11.6 12.6 8.6 
sm 73.2 76.2 63.2 58.2 64.2 

yH (H20) (1:1) 5.7 5.3 4.7 4.6 4.8 

(H (1:1) 4.3 3.8 3.8 3.8O(l) '.1 

Orgaic C% 0.5 0.2 0.24 o.18 o.1o 
Total % 0.06 0.02 0.0 o.oe o.oe 

Extractable cations 
meq/lO0 g of soil 

Ca 2.5 0.5 1.O 0.91 0.30 
0.88 0.2 0.57 0.56 0. 1 
0.25 0.05 0.08 0.07 0.05X 

Na o.18 o.13 o.16 o..5 o.16 
ma 0.08 0.03 a)e 0 0 

Exchangeable acidity 
meq/l00 g or soil 

Al 0 0.0 . 1.12 1.9 
H 0. 0. o.49 0.o47 0.64 

CE, sm of Cetio= 3.95 1.10 2.11 3.28 3.31 

Base saturation, % 98 83 58 52 22 

P (Sray) Mm 4.6 1.2 0 o. o 

0 indicates no measurable quantiz.t 



Tcpogrsli positions of theelnbene k pede 

The topographic positions identified were similar,.to.0tho arS 

sad are shown schematically in Fig. 16. 

Alagba 

lf
 

surface 


I I 
! 
i 

I I in 
at 

surface IV 

Fig. 16. TopogrW&c positions of Benin bencbmark pednse. 

is the oldest, most stable surfae and has predminantlySurface I 

Alagba soils. Surface II is formed for the most part by sandy collu

vim fron surface I. Surface ilnd is also a depositional surface 

covered by sandy colluvimu& Mlhfo soils are found an surfaces In1d 

ad I. Surface 1le is the newest active2y eroding surface going down 

to a sfl surface IV:nea the strew. 



ITA' lab no. 109. 

Soil classification: Oxic aleusta f (conceptually a 

resaturated Oxdc Paleustult). 

runily: clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic 

EM4ination date: May 21, 1974 by T. R. ,Forbes. 

Location: NWOR I4in St"iion, Benin City. Midwest State. 

Nigjeria. 

SElevation: 85m.
 

Landform: Alnost flat plateau.
 

slope: 1%, N-NE.
 

Vegetation: Leguminous weed ground cover under oil palm 

plantation. 

General i~iformation' on thesol 

Parent material: Sandy clay surface sediment ofthe Io 

Pleistocene coastal plain sands formation. 

Drainage: Well-drained.
 

Moisture conditions : Soil moist when examined.
 

3roundwater: None, no standing water in profile during
 

rer season. 

General a spect of the soil 

Deep red ollyey soil with a sandy low surface. 
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.rorile descriptiofn
 

Horizon Dept() 
p0,17 

[4orology 
Dusky red (2.5YR 3/2, moist; 2.5Th 6/2, dry); 

coarse sandy loam; weak medium subangular blocky 
structure; very friable, non-sticky, slightly 
plastic; many very fine and fine discontinuous, 
random, inped interstitial pores and a few, 
medium, random, inped, tubular pores; abundant 
rounded and subrounded quartz sand grains; much 
worm (worm casts on surface) and some ant acti
vity; frequent fine and a few medium roots; 
gradual, wavy boundary. 

A3 17-53 Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/2, moist); coarse 
sandy loam; very weak medium to coarse subangular 
blocky structure; very friable, non-sticky, 
non-plastic; many very fine and fine, discon
tinuous, random, inped, interstitial pores; many 
rounded and subrounded quartz sand grains; 
some earthworm "activity; frequent fine and medium 
roots; clear, wavy boundary. 

B1 53-67 Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/3, moist); sandy clay 
loam; very weak medium to coarse subangular 
blocky structure; very friable, non-sticky, 
slightly plastic; very patchy, thin cutans 
between some quartz sand grains; many very fine 
and fine, discontinuous, random, inped, inter
stitial pores; many rounded and subrounded quartz 
sand grains; slight earthworm activity; a few 
mediun and coarse roots; clear, wavy boundary. 

321t 67-310 Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4, moist) with a 
slightly higher chroma in the interior of peds; 
sandy clay; moderate medium to coarse subangular 
blocky structure; friable, very slightly 
sticky, plastic; thin, broken cutans between 
most sand grains with occasional thicker cutans 
in pores; many very fine and fine, discontinuous, 
random, inped, interstitial pores and ccon, 
medium and coarse, discontinuous, random, inped 
vesicular and tubular pores; many rounded and 
subrounded quartz sand grains; a few animal 
or termite burrows (5xlx45 m); a few medium 
and coarse roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 



B22t, 11-150 Dark red (2.5YR 3/6, moist); clay; moderate 
medium to coarse subangular blocky structure; 
friable, very slightly sticky, plastic; moderately
thin, broken cutans with thick cutans in pores; 
many very fine and fine, discontinuous, randam, 
inped, interstitial pores and caumon medium and 
coarse, discontinuous, random, inped, vesicular 
and tubular pores; many rounded and subrounded 
quartz sand grains; a few medium and same coarse 
roots. 



Table 47. Pedon no, Alba.!eres (Benn-NaaR),@ a data. 

SHorizon 

B1 


53-67 

20 

2 


87 

5.4 

4.6 

07~ 
0.U 


3.69 

0.25 

0.02 

o.1A 

0 


0 

0 


4.i0 


100 


B21t B22t 

67-.o 11O-150 

34 35.2
 
0 1
 

66 63.8
 

5.3 5.2 

4.74. 

0.5 0.5
.4 0.04 

3.49 1.40 
0.08 1.51
 
0.02 0.02
 
o.1 0.13
 
0 0.02
 

0 0.16
 
0 0.24
 

3.73 3.48 

00 89 

Parameter 


Depth(s) 

Particle size clas () 

clay 
silt 


PH ( 2o) (1:1) 
PH (lCd) (1:1) 

OrgnicC 
Total N 


Extractable cations
 
meVl00 g of soil 

Ca 

Mg

K 

Na 

ma 


Exchangeable acidity

meq/l0 g of soil 

Al 
H 

czc, sm of cations 

Base saturation, % 

Ap 

0-17 

17 

8.8 

7sand
74.2 


4.7 


4.1 

1.46 
0.11 


6.49 
1.10 

0.72 

o.16 

0.05 


0 


8.52 


100 


A3 

17-53-

14 

2.8 

83.2 


5.2 


4.5 

0. 
0.05 


3.29 

0.28 

0.02 

o.14 

0 


0 

0 


3.73 


100 


a0 indicates no measurable OwatIty. 
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Two surface- sampies were anaJvze : one zrean xrwn Beconuawy
 
forest ad the secoid' fr om a e ent.field which had been cropped
 

"r years. No sinfieantAtwodifferences were round (k% e °-A), 

Table 48. 	 Ana3,yical data frau two Alagba surface soils (0 to 30 cm) 
(Benin benchmark aria). 

Soil parameter 	 ,Forest ,.,Cropped" 

L. pH (H2 0) 	 4.1 
2. Organic C() 	 0.85 1.o 

3. CEO meq/l00 g of soil 	 2.42 2.614 

4. Ca 	 0.50 ,0.40 

5. Mg (NH40Ac etractable o. 1 	 0.20 

C. K Oations meq/lOO g 0.06 0.08
 

71 Na 0.02 0.02
 
8i 1 0.02 0.02
 

09. Fe 	 0 

LO. Available P (ppM) 5.00 6.25 

LU. Total () -- b--
L. Total acidity (meq) (Al &) 3.68 1.92 
L3. Base saturation () 30.5 Z7.1. 

A4. Texture -.. 

'0 indicates no measurable quantity. 
b -indicates no determination wasMme. 



Soil pedon description, Kulfo series, (profile no. 9). 

Information ont the site 

1ITA lab no .107. 

Boil clasoification: Qio Paeutult. 

Famil.y:,, clayey,%,kaolinitic, isobyperthermic. 

ow ination date: September 6.9, 17 by T. Re Forbes. 

Location: NIFOR Main Station, Benin City, Nigeria. 

Elovation: 75 m. 

Landform: convex slope just below break in plateau, undulating 

with no outstanding microtopography. 

Slope: 5%to the NE. 

Vegetation: leguminous cover under oil palm plantation. 

General information on the soil 

Parent material: sandy colluviiu and sandy clay sediment 

of Plio-Pleistocene coastal plain sands. 

Drainage: well-drained to sanewhat excessively drained. 

Moisture conditions: soil was moist throughout when des

cribed. 

Groundwater: none, no standing water in profile during 

rainy season.
 

GMeral-aspect of the soil 

Deep dark reddish brown sandy loan surface changing to 

dark, reddish brawn sandy clay loan with depth. 



Profile de;ripin,
 

Horion DI~th(cm)morphology
 

AV o-i4 Dark reddish brown (Wm 3/3, moist); loamy coarse 
sand; very weak fine to medium subangUr blocky 
structure; very friable, non-sticky, non-plastic; 
many fine, discontinuous, random, inped, inter
stitial pores and cenon, medium, discontinuous, 
random, inped, tubular pores; some very apparent 
bleached white rounded and subrounded sand grains 
on surface and many rounded and subrounded quartz 
sand grains throughout horizon; common fine and 
medium roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 

R2 I4-17 Dark red (2.5YR 3/6, moist); coarse sandy loam; 
weak medium to fine subangular blocky structure; 
very friable, non-sticky, non-plastic; many fine, 
discontinuous, random, inped, interstitial pores 
and camon, medium, discontinuous, random, inped, 
tubular pores; many rounded and subrounded quartz 
sand grains; large faunal void, 8x6xlO cm; 
comon medium and fine roots; gradual, wavy 
boundary. 

IIAp 37-63 Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4, moist), chroma of 
peds somewhat lighter when crushed; coarse sandy 
loam; weak medium to fine subangular blocky 
structure; very friable, non-sticky, non-plastic; 
many fine, discontinuous, random, inped, inter
stitial pores and cannon, medium, discontinuous, 
random, inped, tubular pores; many rounded and 
subrounded quartz sand grains; a few bits of 
small charcoal fragments; common medium and fine 
roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 

=1Z' " 63587 Dark red (2.5YR 3/6, moist); sandy clay loam; 
weak coarse to medium subangular blocky structure; 
very friable, non-sticky, very slightly plastic; 
occasional, thin, patchy clay bridges between 
rounded and subrounded quartz sand grains; 
many fine and very fine, random, inped inter
stitial pores; many medium and fine, discontinuousp 
random, inped, tubular pores; con medium and 
some fine roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 
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IMT21t 87-123 Dark red (2.MrR 3/6, moist); sandy clay lomi; 
weak coarse to medium subalar structure; very 
friable, non-stic'v, very slightly plastic; 
thin, broken clay bridges between rounded and 
subrounded quartz sand grains thickening in pores; 
many fine and very fine, random, inped, intersti
tial pores and many medium and fine, discontinuous, 
random, inped, tubular pores; common medium and 
same fine roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 

IIB22t 123-160 Dark red (2.5YR 3/7, moist); sandy clay lomn; 
weak coarse to medium subangular blocky structure; 
very friable, non-sticky, very slightly plastic; 
many thin, broken clay bridges between rounded and 
subrounded quartz sand grains, some thick cutans 
in pores; many fine and very fine, random, inped, 
interstitial pores and many medium and fine, 
discontinuous, randan, inped, tubular pores; 
medium and some coarse roots. 

a few 

Remarks: There appears to be a recent accumulation of material to 

37 cn over the classifiable profile. The sediment is similar to the upper 

horizon of the soil below and may represent a depositional phase of the 

classified soil. 



:.~4 Pedon no. 

Paremeter 

Depth (cm) 

Particle size class(5;) 

Cloy
silt 
sand 

tit (H2o) (1.1) 
pH (KC1) (1:1) 

Organic C 
Total N 

kztractable cations 
meq/l00 g of soil 

Ca 
m 
K 
Na 
Nn 

kchln*eable acidity 
meq/loOg of soil 

Al 
H 

CE, mm of cations 

Base saturation, 5 


9, Kulfo seritesp 

Ap B2 

o-14 14-17 


12 15.2 

V 2 


8348 8W 


4, 4.1 

3.3 3.5 

1.02 0.55 

0.06 0.05 

0.61 0.24 
O.iO 0.0 
O06 0.03 
0.12 o.1 

0 0 


1.141 1.68 
0.19 0.32 

2.49 2.42 

36 17 


anatltica1 data. 

Horizon 
11321t it2 

870-23 i23160 

2W2 23,2
70 08° 
76i8 6,8 

4a3 4i3 

3.8 3;8 

0 0 
0;.04 .o3 

i7 OslS 
0.02 o.02 
0. 1 0.0l 
0.10 0.12 
0.02 0.03 

1.28 1.37 
0.32 o.2A5 

L92 1.93 

17 17
 

IIAp 


37-63 


6.2
1 


82.8 

4,2 

3.8 

0.2 
04 

o18 
0.02 
0.01 
0.11 
0.01 

1Lt1 
o6 

2.33 

14 


1131 


63-87 


20.2
1.
 

78.8 

.2 


3.8 

0.0M 
0o. 

o.17 
0.02 
0.01 
0.08 
0.01 

1.55 
2.05 

3.89 

7 


RO indicates no measurable quantity. 



f 6gOWaPhid positions of AbAk benc~hmrk pedons 

The following top~gftid pdaitiomt at uivsj to-:th* soil 

doickied (Fig. 17)j 

I Iv I I 
I s u f c i n e 

Fig. 1l7 TdOOPSMtIc positions of Absk benchmark pedonsi,. 

Surfaced is the oldest and most stable surface and is repre

ishUtAve of the undulating plateaus of the region as a whole. 

Surface I is amost indistirodshable fr surface I except for a 

slightly lower elevation (probably a pediment of a slightly eroded 

surface I). The soils of surfaces I and Ia are indistirsable 

amhologically. Surface hMd is a current erosion surface over 

which mterials are presently being deposited. Surface nIIe is 

carried away leaving a am* cley laer neare the stme. Buafae 

IV is the depositioal swface of colwlam. 



Boll. pedoon descriptions UyQ series (iDrofile no.,01 

Information on the site 

nITA lab no. (no ansaytical data for this profile) 

Soil classification: Oxic Paleudult (estimted), 

.(m~aiato W Hapludult). 

Familr: claye, kaolinitic, indbyperthezric. 

Ramination data: September 4,, 197 by T, .R - Forbes, 

Location: Obio-Akpa Model Fara, Abak, Southeast SUtae 

Nigeria. 

Nlevation: 70 m. 

Jandfor: Almost flat sumait of undulating plateau. 

Slope: 1%. S.SW, flat. 

Vegetation: Oil pa&s and Matorium odoratum regrowth 

after shifting cultivation. 

General information on the site 

Parent material: Sandy clay surface sediments of Plio-

Pleistocene coastal plain sands formation. 

Drainage: well-drailed.
 

Moisture conditions: soil moist throughout profile.
 

Groundwater: none, no standing water in profile during
 

rainy season. 

General aspect of the soil 

Brownish sandy loam to sandy clay loam surface becoming 

yellowish red sandy clay with depth, 
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Profile description 

-'.0-17 Dark reddish brown (5YR 2/2, moist); sandy loam; 
weak medium to very fine subangular blocky struc
ture; very friable, non-sticky, non-plastic; 
many fine and very fine, discontinuous, random, 
inped, interstitial pores; many prominent roundel 
and subrounded white quartz sand grains accumu
lating on the surface; much ant and termite 
activity; common fine and medium roots; gradual, 
wavy boundary. 

A3- 17-37 Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2, moist); sandy clay loam; 
weak medium to fine subangular blocky structure; 
very friable, non-sticky, slightly plastic; 
comon fine and medium, discontinuous, random, 
inped, tubular pores and many fine, discontinuous, 
random, inped, interstitial pores; many rounded 
and subrounded white quartz sand grains; occasional 
charcoal fragments 2-4 mn in diameter; much ant 
and termite activity; comnon fine and medium roots; 
clear, wavy boundary. 

B2lt 37-68 Brown (7. 5YR 4/4, moist) (when kneaded color beeme 
slightly darker); sandy clay; moderste coarse 
to fine subangular blocky structure; friable, 
non-sticky, slightly plastic; camon, thin 
patchy clay bridges between rounded and subrounded 
quartz sand grains becoming thicker and more 
continuous in medium size pores; many fine, dis
continuous, random, inped, tubular pores and 
man fine and very fine, discontinuous, random, 
inped, interstitial pores; darker sandy material 
from above filling a few larger faunal pores; 
same faunal voids for ant or termites 1-2 am in 
diameter; common medium and some coarse roots; 
gradual, wavy boundary. 

B22t 68-20 Reddish brown (5YR 4/4, moist); sandy clay; moder
ate coarse to medium subangular blocky structure; 
friable, non-sticky, slightly plastic; comon 
thin, patchy clay bridges between rounded and 
subrounded quartz sand grains; camon medium, 
discontinuous, random, inped, tubular pores and 
many very fine and coupon fine, discontinuous, 
ranWm, inped, interstitial pores; a few coarse 
and medium roots; diffuse, wavy boundary. 
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B23t 102-11k7 Yellowish red (5YR 4/8, moist), sandy clay; 
weak to moderate coarse to medium subangular 
blocky structure; friable, non-sticky, slightly
plastic; occasional, thin, patchy clay bridges 
between rounded and subrounded quartz sand grains; 
soil has less "glossy" more "floury" or dull 
appearance than horizon above; many fine, dis
continuous, random, inped, tubular pores and many 
very fine, discontinuous, random, inped, inter
stitial pores; a few medium roots; diffuse, 
wavy boundary. 

24t 147-290 Yellowish red (5YR 4/8, moist); sandy clay; 
weak coarse to medium subangular blocky struc
ture; very friable, non-sticky, slightly plastic; 
occanional thin, patchy, clay bridges between 
roundted and subrounded quartz sand grains; 
ccomon fine and very fine, discontinuous, ranLom., 
inpekL, interstitial pores; occasional medium 
and coarse roots. 

Remarms: Top 4u-60 cm have been mixed as seen by charcoal fragmewts 

md chunks of sandy clay material in same places fram the horizon 

Del* Bulk densities increase with depth (Table 50). 

muJe u. nux aensizies and percent pore space for the Uyo pedon
(0-jo cm). 

Percent pore 
Depth (02) Bulk dnsity and standard deviation space 

-

10 1.265 t 0.037 52.2 
20 1.278 t o.o88 51.7 

30 1.379. o.o49 47.9 
140 1.373 t- 0.095 48.,r 
30 1.571 t 0.051 43.a 
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Table 51. Pedon no. 10p Uyo series, particle size class data. 

Particle size class Horizon 

and depth (cm) Ap A3 B21t B22t B23t B32t 

Depth (ca) 0-17 17-37 37-68 68-102 102-147 147-290 

cly 11 16 30 30 26 23 

silt 7 8 2 2 2 3 

sand 82 76 68 68 72 7)4 



Degradation of Uyo soils 

Problems of degradation (degraded vegetation such as bracken 

(Pterldim-aulini) and exceptiona3y lov yields for crops such as 

maize) are very prevalent in soils of this 4gh rainfall area due to 

excessive leaching and overcultivation. As in the previous cases 

laboratory analyses could not pinpoint any specific properties involved 

other than low pH!'s and higher quantities of exchangeable Al and H 

(Table 52) 

Table 52. Analytical data for three Uyo surface soils (0-30 cm). 

. Soil parameter 	 Nondegraded Degraded 1 Degraded 2 

1. pH (H20) 	 4.4 4.5 4.0 
2. Organic C (%) 	 0.8 L.0 1.0 

3. CEC meq/lOO g of soil 	 2.71 3.32 2.73, 

4. Ca 0.5 ).6 0.1
 
5.Mg 0.21 ).21 0.0
 

6. K 	 0 2 %'0 0.06 

7. Na 	 0.02 3.02 0.03 

8. Mn 	 0.01 D.02 0.02 

9. Fe 	 0 00 
10. Available P (np) 152.-5 81.2 36.3 
11. Total N (%) 	 -... 

12. Total acidity (meq)(AlW) 1.68 2.o 2.148 

13. Base saturation (%) 	 38.0 28.0 9.2 

14. 	 Texture sandy clay sandy clay sandy clay
loam loam lM 
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Soil pedon description, lowland site (0bio-Akp, aak)( profie no. n) 
Information on the' site 

..T..lab no. L.6 

Soil classification: Aeic (Plinthio) Paleaxult. 

Family: clayyt 7polinitics isohyperthermic. 

Examination data: may 18, 1974 by T. R. Forbes. 

Location: Obio-Akpa Model Farm, Abak, Southeast State, 

Nigeria. 

llevation: 60 m.
 

Candform, flat, vlley bottom, sligtly concave.
 

Slope: 0%.
 

Vegetation: Oil palm bush, woody shrubs and sedges. 

General information on the sail 

Parent material: sandy colluvium and alluvium fram upper 

surfaces of coastal plain sands. 

Drainage: imperfectly drained. 

Moisture conditions: soil moist when examined. 

Groundwater: none at the time of examination, there was 

standing water at the site fran the end of June to the end 

of October, 1974. 

General aspect of the soil 

seep gray sandy to sandy clay ber profile with bright 

red concretions and mottling starting at appromately 

600cm delt 
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Horizon 'Depth (cm) 


Ap 0-8 


A82 


IIB21t _29-62 


II922tcn 62-25 


Morphology
 

Black (5TR 2.5/1, moist); loamy coarse sand;
 
single grain structure; very friable, non-sticky, 
non-plastic; many very fine and fine, discontin
uous, random, interstitial pores; many apparent 
white quartz sand grains, rounded and subrounded; 
some ant and termite activity, burrows 2-3 cm
 
in width; abundant fine and medium routs; abrupt,
 
irregular boundary.
 

Grayish brown (IOYR 5/2, moist); coarse sand;
 
single-grain to very weak fine to medium sub
angular blocky structure; very friable, non
sticky, non-plastic; many very fine to fine,
 
discontinuous, random, interstitial pores;
 
many rounded and subrounded white quartz sand 

Ins; some ant and termite activity; common 
medium and coarse roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 

Brownish gray (IOYR 5/2, moist) with a few, medium, 
prominent strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) mottles and 
a few, medium prcminent dark reddish brown 
(SYR 3/4) concretions, 5-10 M in diameter, con

cretions blend into soft mottles at the edges 
(10%discontinuous Plinthite); sandy clay loam; 
very weak medium to coarse subangular blocky
 
structure; very friable, non-sticky, slightly
 
plastic; very thin, patchy clay bridges between
 
rounded and subrounded quartz sand grains; many
 
fine, discontinuous, random, inped, interstitial
 
pores and a few medium, discontinuous, random,
 
inped, tubular pores; same ant and termite ac
tivity; clear, wavy boundary.
 

Brown (IOYR 5/3, moist) with very frequent large 
(30-40 mn in diameter) dark reddish brown (SYR 
3/4) concretions surrounded by strong brown (7.SYR 
5/6) mottles (30% discontinuous Plinthite); sandy 
clay loam; very weak medium to coarse subangular 
blocky structure; very friable, non-sticky, 
slightly plastic; thin, patchy clay bridges between 
rounded and subrounded quartz sand grains; many 
fine, discontinuous, random, inped, interstitial 
pores; a few medium roots; gradual, wavy boundary.
 



IB23taoA1-9O Lgh brownish gray (IOYiR 6/2,9 moist) with very 
frequent, large (30-40 = indiameter), dark 
reddish brown (5YR 3/14) concretions with sane 
strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) m,ttles (30% discontinuous 
Plinthite); sandy clay loam; weak medim to coarse 
subangular blocky structure; friable after chunks 
are chipped away from profile, non-sticky, 
slightly plastic; thin, patchy clay bridges between 
rounded and subrounded quartz sand grains; 
many fine, discontinuous, random, inped, intersti
tial pores; a few medium roots.
 



'"Tible '53. "Pedon no. 119"104aM e.1W(Abak),ilana~kyts.1.data. 

.*orizon 

rAp ;2 121t IIB22tcn IB23tcn 

]Dpth 0-8 829 '29-6i2 62-125 3125-190 

Rtcie sBize alas. % 
cly 
silt 

LO 
L7.8 

13 
5.8 

24 
8.8 

18.2 
13 

31.2 
10.8 

asnd 72.2 81.2 67.2 68.8 58.0 

pH (H2 0) (161) -4.6 43 4. 1 14.5 4.5 
p (KCI) (1:1) 3.8 3.7 3.8 4.o 3.8 

Organic 0 317P 0.33 O.013 0.38 0.83 

T0a0 N 0,24 0.0 .05 0.05 0.05 

Extractable cations 
.eq/100 g of soil 

Ca 1.85 0.22 0.19 0.17 o.1A 
mg 
K 

0.88 
o.45 

0.06 
o.o7 

0.05 
0.03 

0.02 
0.03 

0.02 
0.02 

Na O.17 
0.0& 

o.14 
0 I 

o.114 
0 

0.15 
0 

0.13 
0 

k:hangeable acidity 
meq/100 g of soil 

Al 
H 

1.16 
o.44 

1.28 
0.32 

1.8 
0.E2 

2.21 
0.19 

3.13 
0.17 

c, sm of cations 14.99 2.09 2.81 2.77 3.91 

Bass saturation, % 68 23 15 13 8 

0 indicates no meaurable quantity. 
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Soil pedon description, Uyo series (eroded phase), (profile no, 12) 

Information on the site
 

IITA lab no. W0. 

Soil classification: 0do Paleudult. 

Family:. clayey, kaolinitic, isohyperthermic. 

Dcmaniation date: May 18, 1974 by T. R. Forbes. 

iocation: Q'Obio-Akpa Model Farm, Abak, Southeast State, 

Nigeria. 

mnevation: 70 m. 

Landform: break of upper plateau surface. 

Slope: 3.0%. 

Vegetation: Oil pai, bamboo and Eupatorium odoratum 

after cultivation of maize and cassava. 

General information on the soil 

Parent material: sandy clay sediment of the PLIo-Pleistocene 

coastal plain sands formation. 

Drainage: vell-drained.
 

Moisture conditions: soil moist at time of xcination. 

Groundwater: none, no standing water in the profile during 

the rainy season. 

General aspect of the soil 

leep, wefl-drained oAeysy soil with brown surface beoaming 

reflovish red at depth.
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Profile description
 

Horizon DU -(cm) Morphology 

Ap 0-10 -ark brown (7.5YR 3/2, moist); Randy clay; very 
eak fine to medium subangular blocky structure; 
riable, non-sticky, plastic; many very fine and 

fine, discontinuous, random, inped, interstitial 
pores, some large tubular pores filled with brown 
(7.5YR 4/4) material probably brought up by
ants and termites; many rounded and subrounded 
quartz sand grains; termite and ant burrows; 
frequent, fine to medift roots; clear, wavy 
boundary. 

B21t 10-30 Brown (7.5YR 4/4, moist) with a few yellowish 
red mottles (5nh 4/6, 2 mm in diameter); sandy
clay; very weak medium to coarse subangular 
blocky structure; very friable, non-sticky, 
plastic; thin, patchy clay bridges becoming
thicker in pores; many fine and very fine, dis
continuous, rendom, inped, interstitial pores; 
many rounded and subrounded quartz sand grains; 
much termite and ant activity; common fine and 
coarse roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 

CIB22t 30-53 Strong b,'own (7.5YR 5/6, moist) with a few 
yellowish red (5YR 41/6) mottles; clay; very 
weak coarse subangular blocky structure; very
friable, non-sticky, slightly plastic; thin, 
patchy clay bridges between rounded and sub
rounded quartz sand grains thickening in the 
pores; many very fine and fine, discontinuous, 
random, inped, interstitial pores; common 
medium and coarse roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 

1h23t 53-90 Yellowish red (5YR 5/8, moist) with yellowish
red (SYR 4/6) clayey mottles covering approxi
mately 2-3% of the surface; clay; very weak 
medium to coarse suLangular blocky structure; 
very friable, non-sticky, plastic; thin, broken 
clay bridges between r"inided and subrounded 
quartz sand grains becoming thicker in pores; 
man very fine and Afine, discontinuousv ramndm, 
inped, interstitial pores; common medium and coarse 
roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 
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IMB3 90-137 	 Yeleish red (5n 5/8, moist); clty; very week 
medium to coarse subangular blocky structure; 
very friable, non-sticky, plastic; a very few 
thin, patchy clay bridges between sand grains; 
many very fine and fine, discontinuous, random, 
inped, interstitial pores; man rounivd and 
subrounded quartz sand grains; a feir! medium roots. 

Remarks: Yellowish red mottles are probably pieces of rotten fer

ruginous sandstone in the parent material. 



Macn no. 12, yo, s"riot, eroded lbse. ardytic&l ft.,TW~ ,4. 

Horizon 

Parwmuter Ap W2it fl3122t 13323t 133 

epth (cm) 0-10 10-30 30-53 53-90 90-137 

Particle size class () 

37 40 392 46clay 93, 6.8 4silt 9088 2 
#and 69.-2 57.2 58 24' 56 

44 4.3 4.2ui (H20) (1:1) 4;2 4.4 


i (Owl) (1:1) 3,02 3.,*5 1.5 3i6 317
 

OAoO24 095 0.-51 0,2j0rpvwc C 0. 00oTotal % 0;o7 0.06 o.o5 

Ertractable cation 
meq/100 g of soil 

o.16047 0.18 0.18 0.24C& 
O4$ 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02MB 

K 0.0 0.03 0.02 00 0.03 
mo 0 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12 

0 0 0O0 0 

sq/1oo g of soil 

Al L42 1.246 IA26 U.421 1.32 
1.7s .124 174 139 1.08 

CE, sam of cati ns 395 3.98 3.56 3.10 2,73 

10 22Base saturation,J 19 10 10 

&oindicates no measurable qutty. 



S~12~d~~descriptions UYo series- (iW* otiuitud 6bi), (*ftUl w6oU 

iforxtion on the site
 

IIA lab no. 101.
 

Soil classification: Typic hleudbl0 (aoncptdaIy a.6
 

suturated 03do Pleudult). 

Fmi2,y: clayey kaolinitic, isdoperthermic. 

Eminaton data: February 13, 1972# by T. R. Forbes, 

loration: Obio-Akpa Model Ftrm, Abak, Southeast Sttes 

Nigeria.
 

Zievation: 75.
 

JAndfm: mmtt of saost flat, undulating plateau, with 

much microrelief with depressions 5 a in diameter And 1 

deep arovnd the ares. 

Slope: 1%, N-W, flat. 

Vegetation: Oil pabw and bmatim odortt 

06neral inforation on the soil 

Parent mterial: sandy clay sediment of the P1io-PldMtOOW 

coastal plain sands fomatios'. 

Drainage: veil-drained. 

MWdsture conditions: soil dry to i dte4* 30 am at 

time of amination. 

Growywater: none, no standift ato it Proftle &W'in$ 

rdiu sa m. 



Noun influencet quite extensiveas mee by the micro

topography (depressions), bits of pottery found at 90 an 

acoumin the profile, and the very dark black color of 

lated material in the surface horizons. 

Oeneral spect of the soil 

Black sandy surface horizon beomin yell~mish'it stea* 

clay with depth. 

Profile description
 

,Mm Depth (cm) Momhology 

A 0-21 Black (2.5YR 2/0, moist and dry); sandy low) 
weak very fine to fine subangular blocky struc
ture; very friable, non-sticky, non-plastic, 
soft; comon fine to medium, discontinuous, 
random, inped, interstitial pores; mwi white 

rounded and subrounded quartz sand grains; 
occasional orange-brown pottery frament; much 
ant and termite activity; frequent fine and 
commn medium and coarse roots; clear, irre

gular boundary. 

3 Very dark gray (lOYR 3/1, moist and dry); low 
medium sand; weak sedium to very fine subangular 
blocky structure; very friable, non-sti~ky, 
non-plastic, soft; con very fine and fine, 
discontinuous, random, inped, interstitial 
pores; many fine, discontinuous, random, inped, 
tubular pores; a few coarse, continuous, inped, 
tubular pores (termites); man rounded and sub
rounded quartz sand grains; comon fine and 
medium roots; clear, wavy boundary. 

30-50 Brovn (7.5YR 4/4, moist and dry); lo~a maedjm 
sand; moderate coarse to medium subangu2-" blocky 

itructure; friable, non-sticky, non-plastic, 
ilightly hard; may fine, discontinuous, random, 
nred, interstitial pores and common, medium, 
liscontinuous, random, inped, tubular pores; 

Rany rounded and subrounded quartz sand grainsl 
sone termite channels; common fine and modiu 
roots; gradual, wavy boundary. 



B 

Wit 86-150 

i322t O-M 

Brown (7. YR 4/4, moist); sandy clay loam; mod
erate coarse to medium subangular blocky struc
ture; friable, non-stickys, plastic; sme thin, 
patchy clay bridges between rounded and sub
rounded quartz sand grains; cmon fine and 
medium, discontinuous, randa, inped, tubular 
pores; occasional charcoal fragments; comon 
medium and sane coarse roots; gradual, wavy 
boundary. 

Broni (5-7.5YR 4/6-5/6, moist); sandy clay; 
moderte coarse to medium subangular blocky 
structure; friable, non-sticky, slightl2y plastic; 
sane thin, patchy clay bridges between rounded 
and subrounded quartz sand grains becoming 
thicker in pores; common fine and medium, dis
continuous, random, inped, tubular pores; a 
few, medium and coarse roots; gradual, wavy 
boundary. 

Brown (5-7.5n 5/6, moist); sandy clay; moderate 
coarse to medium subangular blocky structure; 
friable, non-sticky, plastic; comon thin, 
patchy clay bridges between rounded and subrounded 
quartz sand grains with thicker cutans in pores; 
eomn fine and medium, discontinuous, random, 
inped, tubular pores; some mediuid and coarse 
roots.
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i,,b1 55. Pdon no. 
data 

13, a sorwi, Reigbkdg3 stu oateVMbao, '043"ia 

Parmoter Ap A12 
Horir.on 

3M BI 32t 

Dapth (on) 0-21 2'-30 30-50 506 86-8A 

Perticle size clas (%) 

6! 3uS 2.0 0.8 
a8 : 8 -- 77.2 71.2 

x ( W0,.) 4, 4.8 4.8 .4.5 4.,2 

Organic C % 
Total N 

2.7 
0.08 

1.05 
0.03 

0.5 
0.02 

0.35 
0.02 

0.28 
0.02 

Etractable cations 
ieq/100 g of sol 

Oa 9.-5P 3.29 is.79 1.66 1.43 
0.3 0.07 0.U 0.8 

K 0.09 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
NI o.17 o.2A 0.13 0.12 0.13 

o.08 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 

kchsngeable acidity
meq/o~1 g of soil 

Al 0 b 0 0 0 0 

o o 0 o.2 0.22 

CE, sm of cations 12.07 3.78 2.03 2.4 2.30 

Base saturation, 99 00 100 9 90 

indicates no deterniLnation was made. 

bo indicates no measurable quantity. 




